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INTRODUCTION

It has been

several years since the Student Publication has presented
work done in the School of Design; this issue, devoted to projects

undertaken in the context of the School, attempts to sample current
involvement. All of the contributors to Volume 19:1 have taught at
the School; two are graduates as well. Their interests vary widely,
from the conceptua! study of environmental design by Vernon Shogren
to an examination of perception by Russell Drake. Duncan Stuart
and Fred Eichenberger explain and illustrate their process for the
mass production of unique items with offset lithography, while
Gene Messick's inset folder reflects his experiments with intermedia.
Together, these authors represent a portion of the activity of the
School of Design; we hope that this publication of their efforts will
generate some interest in design-related disciplines.
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VERNON SHOGREN, Assicate Professor of Architecture in the
of Design, is an architect who has been concerned with
design education, the development of visual language, and
philosophical inquiry into the basis of design. A recent research
project to develop a conceptual model for environmental design
has led, in part, to the present paper.
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NOTES TOWARD A CONGEPTUAL MODEL

OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Vernon Shogren

It is true, of course. that $veral claims have
been staked in the debate: What is
Environmental Design? Hotruever, there is no
operat:onal field nor funded activity which
pr*tices in the name. Rather, there are only
gleanrs in various eyes. Environmental Design is
now considered open game, to be seized and
codified to suit personal whim.

There are at least three def initions of
E nvironmental Design wttich are being
currently acfuocated:

The critical question in any form of design

The f irst and third of these

longer so?

Environmental Design must mean-:f it means anythang at all-a
renewed emphasis on Place, the locality of a locale, the specificity
of a situation. lt signals the collapse of formalism, of generalized
rules of design behavior which are simply adapted to specific
occasions. (2)

(1) Design ln the environment.
(2) Design for the environment.
(3) Design of the environment.

the source of parameteG not of

what do we mean when we use the term "Environmental Design?"
(1) Or better: Why do we use the term? Why isn't the simple word
"Design" sufficient? Or, why was it once sufficient, and is no

is

constraints.
def

initions

obviously regard erwironmental criteria 6
constraints, and are consequently the same.
They are also indistinguishable from traditional
approaches to design. Only the second, wltich

The significance of the term lies in its implicit rejection of the
abstract. Gone are esoteric theories of proportion, harmony, and
beauty; concepts of symmetry, balance and order; optima!
conditions and standards of achievement. ln short, gone are al!
those universals which were the mainstay of design for thousands
of years, which in fact identified a work of design as a work of
design. (3)

accepts environmental criteria as valid
parameters, can be regarded c non-traditional
in any sense.

lmmediately at issue is the entire question of

physical science, behavioral science,
c y be rnetics, decision theory, information
theory, and all similar formalizations of
experience. Of what value are they to
Environmental Design?

A pragmatic activity, such as design, often finds
its preoccupations following about one
generation behind the human pioneers. The
question at issue here involves the same
abandonment of transcendental norms which
gave rise to the existential and
phenomenological schools of thought in the
tv\renties and thirties. The difference lies

in the

fact that Environmental Design voluntarily
abandons such norms, due to disenchantment
consequences of their enforcement.
Consequently, it should be possible to aroid the
despair-the "cosmic hypochondria," as one

with the

To replace all this, we now have the situation. The situation isthis
one. lt is not a kind or type of situation, but this one. Within :t is
found what is needed to know, and within it is judged what is
done. All else is abstract, irrelevant, and immaterial.

The fundamental dilemma posed by the idea of Environmental
Design is that of nihilism. (4) When all universal standards are
considered as empty forms, when the ideas of class and
classification are conceived as intellectua! games, how are we to
measure worth and value? lf standards are determinable only
within a situation, by what means are we to evaluate the
standards? (5)

So long as design was conceived as the specific application of
general rules, the primary task of the designer was one of
identification. (6) Problems, needs, and goals fell into classes, and
could be identified. Solutions also fell into classes, andcould be
identified. Judgements could then be made on the basis of class
criteria and class relationships: fhrs kind of thing was the solution

to that kind of problem. Specif ics were, like

Platonic

'appearances,'to be ignored. (7)
As soon as we accept the uniqueness of a situation, all this is lost
to us. We can no longer refer to this or that kind of situation, but
rather to a situation of this kind. (8) The distinction is a subtle
one, but extremely important. lt involves the expansion of the
situation into its own universe of discourse, within which
standards of need, value, and purpose can be established.
The basic attitude of Environmental Design is constructive and not
adaptive. lt entails the rejection of what is ordinarily called
knowledge. Knowledge must, in one way or another, be based on
the statistica! mean. By definition, it rejects the individual case,
the very basis of Environmental Design. (9) So long as knowledge
is conceived as information about shared properties of anonymous
entities, it is of little or uo value.

The kind of knowledge that is useful to Environmental Design is
not that of things, but of relations of things. (10) Things are of
infinite variety, but relations are limited and far more stable. They
describe the modes of adaptation between things, bound by the
limits of perception and communication.

uriter puts it-which characterized

much

existential ist thought.

This also refers back to footnote (2). For forty

years, we have been av\rare that

the

self-sufficiency of any axiomatac system is not
possible, a/en includirg mathematics, the
paradigm of paradigms. This makes non-sense
of any talk of "designing the total
environment." A thing cannot be designed if it
is every-thing, simply because our concept of
"thing" breaks down. ln other words, a thirB

c such, without relations
to other things. This is the whole idea of

cannot be conceived

Environmental Design.

One does not escape fmm this dilemma by
calling the thirg a system, or a structure. These
are useful and often necessary ways of looking
at a thing; to see it as a rystem or 6 a structure
is to see the thing with a bias which rweals
much otherwise obscured.

To conceive of the total envilonment

as one

thing raises the general question of subjectivity

and objectivity, and the aren rlore

general

question of consciousness. We cannot conceive

of ourselves as selves without the "other," or
objective world. Without such a world we
raould be-in truth-no self. That also would be
the fate of a total thing, called all-environment.
It would be nothing.

John Daruey: "The naming is the knowing."
What we ordinarily call knowing lies in finding
a correspondence between a phenomenal

occurence-an occasion

of experience-and a

pre-existing classification. The

occrion

is made

correspond to a clmsificational type, and
thereby aruarded such predicates (properties) as
are considered "proper-to" that type.

to

Plato belierred that phemmenal wents within

our world of rtual experience vvere but
degraded specimens of ideal types, "up
there"-somewhere. Design-and much of what

we call science, and knowledge
general-fol low th is dictum.

in

Design often proceeds on the asumption that
onty the "idea" is somehow pure and unsullied.
The actual vvorld forces "compromise," wfiich
is a bad thing. Progression from the idea to the

actuality is a history of real or attemtped
degradation, with the designer as hero,
struggling with the forces of sril.

Environmental Design seeks

to replace this

elaborate myth with one contered on existence.

What may be true for another world is

no

longer consiriered good enougtt for this one.

This inaritably brings up the old debate of
things-versus-relations. Which are real? as F.H.

Bradley asked. So long as the question
phrased

is

in this way, it is a chicken'and-egg

controversy.

Things can be considered 6 entities which we
create as focalized patterns of stuff. They are,
in a sense, "condensed" out of a flux of e\rents
which vrre experience as sentient beings. After
"condensation" the flux remains as ground,
contributing a much to the maintenance of
things as any predicated attributes of the things
themselves.

This raises the question of general concepts,
and opposed to them, &stract concepts. The

For one reason or another, we seem

to

word "abstract" has almost passd into limbo,
due in part to its being used as a polemical
v\reapon. lt is often used to sugpest vagueness,
immateriatity, the unreal, or unsettled. For
example: "Design proceeds from the abstract to
the concrete." This means, prezumably, that
the actuality of a designed thing was preceded
by a vague notion of that thing.

fluctuate between considering our world in

The vrord "abstract" is opposed etymologically
by the word "attract." The common stern is
"tract": to take. At-tract is "to take to

The polarization vista, suggested by pairs such
as mind-body, can be reduced to a viewing of
the spatial-temporal flux a either a system, or a

(oneself)," completely, G is. Abs'tract is "to
take anray," partially, selectively. An abstract
concept is an idea not of a thing, but of some
aspect of a thing. lt is a partial product of

structure.

analysis.

terms of dichotomy and in terms of polarity.
The dichotomy is expressed in pairs such as

object-subject, extensionduration, etc.
Ultimately it reduces to a grounding in spooB,
and a grounding in time. A thirB considered in
spatial terms, we call an objecu in temporal
terms, an activity.

Things within a system are charrcterized by
their connections; in a structure, by their

relations. Both are concerned with
or interval, rather than with
things a zuch.
between-ness

A general concept, on the other hand, is an idea

of a thing as analyzed. lt as not a judgment of
what a thing rs, but of the possibilities as
ranealed through analysis.

ln sum, it is

a

comprehensive viaru of internal relationships,
rather than isolated bis and pieces.

The paradigm case of knowledge is that offered
by physical science. lt is based on "large

numbers," and reduces to probability in
individual cases. A designer cannot work on the

dubious assurances of probability. What is
really at stake is the probability of his ewr
being allowed to design anythihg again.

4

Knowledge

of things-which means

predicate

and verb cociations-is for us a rarified and

complex game. lt hr all the gratifying

assJrance of pinning tails on donkeys.
Knowledge of the nature of intewals, of
betvveen-ness, is less cortmon. However, our
recent concern with polar thought, represented
by increasing use of the ideas of system and
structure, indicates that the issue is becoming

important for us. At the present time, we are
process of determining what the
terms should mean.

just in the
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At issue is the question of whether we can
"know" anything about what vve have
traditionally called the gound of things. ls
there, for example, anything we can say about
human activities previous to their inception of
occurrence. Are they simply random acts of
nature? Are there predictable goals which
actualize humans in communa! pattems, and
verif

iable rules which are acceptable

in

organizing such activities? What are the
common characteristics of activities c such, by
which we recognize them?

ln Erwironmental Design, truth is not found by
the formula of knowledge: it is not a question
of verif iable predicate assertions of things.
Rather, it involves matrices of possibilities, of

validity of relationship within

possible

situations. Just as man is not and cannot be
determined as a thing, so his inter-actions and
trans-actions are not determinable e things.

However, patterns of possiblity can be
6d things hypothesized from

determined,

these patterns. A particular thing, such as one
constructs in design, is then a member of a set
of possibilities. lt is neither right nor wrong in
itself, but simply valid.

Ordinarily, design activity is focalized around a task. This task is
given by class identification. lt is, for example, to design a chair, a
lamp, a house, acar, or whatever.
Three questions are posed by these simple statements. (11)
The questions are:

it to have?
2. What is it to do?
3. What is it to be?
1. What is

(The set of its physical properties)
(The set of its functional properties)
(The nature, or thingness)

When we inquire into an existent thing, we do not ask what it is.
(12) Rather, we ask what it has, and what itdoes. The question of
what is, is considered to be meta-physical-beyond physical

it

knowing. And so it may be.

Not so, however, in human undertakings. We must know what a
thing is to be, because man-made things have no only existence
but purpose and meaning as well. (13) The question then
becomes: What should it be?

This is in essence a verbal statement: A subiect
(3) acts (2) and has predicates (1). Ordinarily,
(3) and (2) would constitute a subject-verb pair'
Design assumes the verb (or function) to be
transitive; i.e., wall, separates, people (or
activities).

Also, there is suggested a direct, reciprocal
relation between verb and predicate; one
implies tre other. Walls separate because they
are extended; and they are extended because

they separate. Extension produces separation in

time; s@aration requires extension in

space'

They are simple correlates of one another.

The model is a$in in human
Agent-transfers poruer-to obiect'

terms.
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12

We cannot ask about the relation or connection
of a thing which was not designed by man. Or
rather, v\re cannot be certain as to which of our

hypotheses is correct,

or whether the word

"correct" even makes sense. This is simply to
say that intention is not a valid predicate of a
natural thing.

13 Ecologists make much of "nature's design,"
but indications point rather to equilibrium than
design. The concepts involved are those of
conserving rather than attaining. We expect
more of human acts.

to

14 The logical game is an illusionary refuge when
based on universal predicate asumptions. To

know that a house is a *telter is not very
helpful so long as "shelter" is undefined. And
undef ined at must be, since it is a question of

interpretation-in turn a product of

the
slrelter in

thing-context relationship. What is
one context may be exposure in another. A
designer cannot fag his product as being this or
that; rather it must be understood

a

such.

15 Because living is taxing and difficult, we have
adopted the doctrine of "principles," and made
a virtue out of mechanized beharrior. With pride
we speak of "acting from principles," which
means ignoring a situation by reducing it to a
normative type. We substitute dogma for
thought, and sanctified routine for
responseabilitY.

How do we ask of a non-existent thing: What should it be? The
traditional approach is to choose a category of being. We say: lt
should be like this one, or that one. Justification comes from rules
of evidence, or abstract principles of behavior. The game is logical
and syllogistic: All things of this kind should be such and such;
this is of the kind; therefore, it should be such and such, etc. (14)
Hornever, in Environmental Design the logic is drawn from the
situation. No justification from outside has any bearing or force.
Universal principles are anachronisms. (15)

To have meaning in Environmental Design, principles must be
drawn from the situation, arguments from the principles and
conclusions from the arguments. There can be no escape to
universals. The problem is this here, this now, this one.

When we inquire as

to things within a situation, we ask three

sets

See appendix: Three

lwels of Thought.
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of questions: What questions, How questions, and Why questions.
(16)
What questions:

it is as a thing.
2. What it has as a thing.

Properties

3. What it does as a thing.

Functions

1. What

Thingness

How questions:
1. How it is what it is.
2. How it has what it has.
3. How it does what it does.

Modality
Medium
Method

it is what it is.
2. Why it has what it has.
3. Why it does what it does.

Relevance
Place
Use

The questions of primary importance to a situation are those of
How and Why; those which refer to the relations a thing would
have to the situation considered as a structure, and those which
refer to connections a thing would have to the situation
considered as system. These are questions of modality and

It

in terms of structure or

system,

bit by bit is a confusing and complex
chaos. Described 6 structure, it takes on
meaning, but meaning

The first question in all three sets is addressed to the existence and
meaning of the thing. (17) The second is addressed to the physical
properties as known in a spatial context. The third is addressed to
functional properties as known in a temporal context.

rel eva

description

then we explain. For example: the human body
described

Why questions:
1. Why

When we ask what a thing is, we can go on 17
endlessly describing it in terms of properties
and functions. But when we "collectivize" such

nce, respectivel y.

has been customary to treat these questions as of minor
importance. Things, we are told, are not part of situations, but
belong to users. Like the What questions addressed to the things
themselves, the model is one of simple ownership. (18)

in the

sense

of

modal

possibility. lt is a meaning ot signifying both
internal and external criteria, internal values
and external constraints. Considered as system,
another meaning is suggested; the relanance is
that of significance of the whole as unit, its
capabil ities and potentialities.

Trigant Burrow studied the source and nature t8

of human conflict for many years. He found it
to center around concepts of ownership. Many
of our value words express the importancr that
yve give to ownership: property, proper,
propriety; goods, good; rights, right; etc.
Our concept of things is similar to our concept

of self. A thing is 'that which underlies and
bears (hc) properties." A self is "that which
underlies (subiect) and bears predicates." Both

are considered as owning, as being

ov\rners.

Behrvior (being plus having) is our dynamic
mode, etc.

The user-thing pairing perpetuates
u

this

nfortu nate trad ition.

The question of "meaning" is a tired one by
now, but it must still arise as long as human
acts are construed to have purpose.

19

ph rase is after A.N. Whitehead:
"Knonrledge as such is a high abstraction."

The

to believe, in our pragmatic

We are accustomed

and materialistic society, that the acme of

is represented by a things being
"useless." Much of the current criticism of the
design professions centers around the relative
"usefulness" of what they are doing, a aginst
the more "useful" goals they could be pursuing.
nonsense

Environmental Design suggests that "use" can
only be determined within a system. There are
no extrinsic standards of a thing's being
"useful." There are no universal criteria of

"use," or

u

niversal values acrrediting

"usefulness."

Martin Heidegger, in his attempts to find a basis
of human beirg has been forced to retreat to

the pre-Socratic Greek thinkers. He f inds there,
apparently, a counter to the physical universals

of modern science. The early
attemptd to found

Greek thinkers

general statements from

a

naive and anthropomorphic view,

which
Heidegger finds more validly human than the

abstract universals of todaY.

One can trace a steady progression, in our

culture, from mythological models of

to

universe,

the
mathematical
mathematical model, the

physical models,

models. With the
general nature

of

to

things is best captured, but

man has disappeared.

ln human enterprises, the opposite seems to
hold. Projects being with general relationships,
progress through physical embodiments, and
end as myths. Myths attempt to capture the
how of occurrence and obiect, how they are,
how they seem, the mode or manner of their
being what they are. Myths are perceptual
models of what is, not conceptual.

When we ask

it

of a wall: what

separates. How does
does fftis wall separate?

answer:

8

does

it

do? We

it separpte? How

Honever, the concept of "user" is a high abstraction, of the
general order of all classificatory knowledge.(19) Use is a factor
issuing from the dynamics of a situation, the temporal or activity
aspect. Only because people are part of that situation and
participants within it are there users.
There is no way to talk abstractly about use, users, or usefulness.
Use simply involves the temporal role of a thing, just as place
involves the spatial role. lt serves to identify, but not to fustify.
There is no eternal value associated with a thing's being useful.
(

20)

of relevance. Method explains
functionality in terms of modality; How does it do what it does?
For example: lf the function of a wall is to separate, how it
Use explains functionally in terms

separates would be its method, its manner or mode of carrying out
the function. Use would explain why it separates, the purpose of
such separation. (21)

A scientist would probably give a more general

description in response. For example: lt
separates because people move, and it is a

barrier. lt separates because the human actavity
wo rld is basically two-dimensional. This
thickness of paper 40 inches in diameter is the
human world. A barrier within that thickness
would necessarily act to separate. Iftis is how

the wall separates. But function is

not
explained by a more general function (activity).

How, as modality, inquires into the

The most difficult question for Environmental Design concerns
that of the inter-relationship of physical properties and place.
Designers are accustomed to say that "Form follows Function,"
l22l or that all physical properties should have use correlates. That
such is never the case is quite obvious, but it remains a source of
embarrassment. What is to be done about properties whose
functions have no use? What to do, for example, about the mass of
a refrigerator, or the handle of a hammer between grip and head,
etc.

A function of

animals is that they mwe. How
move? The index to James Gray's
book, How Animals Move,lists the follwving:

do they
snri mmi

fields the use of the word "esthetic" is much less
defensive. lt is not used to designate What is done, but rather
How. Mathematicians do not speak of esthetic theorems, but of
esthetic proofs; writers do not speak of esthetic plots, but of

ln other

ng, wal

k

i

ng, ru nn ing, j umpi ng, creepi ng,

ln the same way, one could
respond to the question: how does a bridge
cnoss a barrier? lt may leap, reach, step,
flapping, flying.

straddle, etc. All of these have technica!

correlates.

How a thing
degrees

The traditional approach is a typical retreat to abstraction. Rules
are formulated to cover the surplus properties, and given the
designation of "esthetic." (23!- lntensive programs of education
are institued to convince others that the "esthetic" is good, and is
to be desired above all things. ln this way, solutions are by-passed
for ab-solutions.

specific

manner or way in which the function occurs,
nol thot it occurs, or its cause.

does

of freedom

what it does is one of the
a designer has

in responding

to a situation. Why it does what it does may be
identical in any of a dozen different cases, but
the issue is hardly settled at that point.

The question of form is one of the

many

formidable hang-ups which block
commun ication in the design fields.
Traditionally, it referred to oblect shape or
appearance. Now, it is used in many fields as a
synonym for the organization of any
multiplicity, in such manner as to be
comprehensible as a whole. ln information
theory, it is a measure of predictabitity of
complete states from partial states, etc.

esthetic writing or development of a plot, etc.

How a thing has whatever properties it has is a question of the
medium in which it is carried out. How it does whatever it does is
a question of the method by which functions are organized. These
are the modalities of properties and functions as they are known
within a situation.

There are nine established theories of estfietics,
all of which purport to tell what esthetics "is.',
Most attempt to prove their case on the basis of
reason, explaining why the esthetic is, in fact,
esthetic. Assuming they are atl valid, which
seems reasonable, hovv does one explain ftow
the e\rents occurred which produced what we
characterize as esthetic? Certainly this latter
preceded the former.

22

24 Traditionally, design hc proceeded from an
exact specification of use and medium at
param eters, and place and method as
constraints. As a result, functions were

Just as functions are determined by use, so properties can be
determined by place. Physical and functional are inter-dependent;
both are dependent on their situation. l24l

determined by use specification; properties by
the medium.

How was the medium selected? Generally as a

kind of rymbolic expression of the use, as it
was conceived in a generalized or uniwrsalized
sense. lf a thing was to be used to house
governmental facilities, it shoull have these or
those perceptual qualities; therefore, this
medium seemed appropriate, etc.

Aside from considering the

McLuhanesque

conflicts of this axis, it would be interesting to
consider its opposite: what if place were to
determine rnethod? What if where a bridge was
determined how it crossed a barrier?

Traditionally, design has approached its task in the following way:
1. Needs and constraints are listed in more or less exact fashion.

2. Requirements stemming from such listings are assessed in terms
of interactions.
3. An overal! form conclusion is imposed on this array, giving what
is called a "solution."
Recent methodologies do not vary from this pattern; they simply
carry it to prodigious depths of complexity. The mystique of
induction and synthesis-that things are given birth by a simple
process of accretion-is still maintained.

Environmental Design suggests that this is all wrong, and always
has been wrong. Things are not loose confederations of exact
components. Rather it is the opposite; elements are given
specificity within the exactitude of a thing. A thing is fhrs one, not
this kind of one. EIements, by themselves, are indeterminate
future relations. They gain specification only within the concept
of thingness.

A thing is not an object, although it often has an object
manifestation. Rather, it is "that which underlies." lt can be
conceived as both structure and system, insofar as it establishes
rules of relationship and connective goals for subsumed elements
(or properties).
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A thing

usually carries both object and activity manifestations;
i.e., it has both spatial and temporal existence. lt has extension
and endures. Also, it is understood by us in both a conceptual
(systemic) and perceptual (structural) sense. (25)

it is part. ln that sense, it can be defined as
"purpose," in the sense of an intended role
which it wil! play in a more general scheme.

A thing, then is known to us in four ways:

There is no suggestion here that such a role be
slwi*rly obedient, harmonious, or such. lt may
urell be stubborn, recalcitrant, or rebellious.

1. As concept

2. As percept
3. As object
4. As activity

A

conceptual model of a thing suggests its 25
relevance or connection to the qystem of which

Likewise with a perceptual model. lt denotes
the relation or modality which a thing ha (or is
to have) within a going structure; ftow it is to
be, in whatever pursuant role is indicated.

Conceptual and perceptual models are the two
which a designer can make relating
physical and functional attrabutes. Often they
are metaphorical in form, since they imply a
reciprocal subject-predicate relation*rip.
Example: "A wall is a separator." This could
mean that because a thing is called awall, then
it separates; also, because it separates, it is
called a wall.
assertions

The word "situation" is simply a larger thing. lt is that of which
the smaller thing is property and function. As property it is
object-related; as function it is activity-connected.

See Appendix

A situation

is a thing to a larger situation. Consequently, it can be
conceived as standing between the larger and smaller, and serving

lt:

Conceptuat and perceptual

Models.

to relate-connect them. This model carries through at all levels
and scales. (26)

This raises the question of internal-external and 26

Environmental Design contents itself with working at one level

all the complications attached thereurith. lf
internal-external is understood as a polarity,
there is no problem. lf, however, it is

above and one level below its point of contact. By this means, its
product is integrated within the overa!! system. This reflects the
polarity of Why and How, which in turn correlates with the
conceptual and perceptual understanding. Also, this contrasts with

design as such, primarily oriented toward synchronization of
properties and functions. The contrast is that of the designing of
things, and designing for things (situations). The verbal difference
is small, but the existential difference is great indeed.

interpreted as a dichotomy-that all must be
either inside or outside in some fixed and
irrevocable posture-then there is a problem.

The best model is ourselves. We can conveive of
our beirB in the world, in a group, etc., and an
instant later rarerse the picture. The world, the
group, is now within us. From this ambiguiry
we construct an ego or peripheral bourdary,
the rnost defensive of our myths.

to repeat, are modeled on ourselves.
The resting point of thing-conception is that of

Things,

between-ness.
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This is especially true of man-made things. We esume such a thing
raas intended to be whatever it is, sance to do otherwise would be
absurd. We ask why it is c it is, and why does it do what it does. We

APPENDIX

cannot avoid such interpretation, since this is the manner of
conceiving the r/\prld. (conceive-to take with)

1

HOW_TH I NKI NG

The word "how" is also related to the rrvord "who," and cks in

THOUGHT-LEVELS
The three lwels of "vertical" thought are ways of asking about a
thing. They ck questions of what, why, and how: What' why' and

howitiswtratitis;andwhat,whyandhowitdoeswhatitdoes.

properties
These are questions regarding the physical and functional

what way or manner, or by what means the thing is and does. lt asks
about the state, condition, or meaning; not in terms of purpose, but
in terms of effect. Properties are related to otter properties, and
things related to other things. To ask how theY are so related is
different than to ask whY.

ofthething,andtherea]tions_connectionstheyhaveamong
themselves and

to the norld.

A thing is related to other things in a direct, perceptual way. As
it exists, we give it perceptual meaning{etermined in large
part by the relationship it bears to other existent thingE. we cannot
isolate it from its context, and reat it as a thing apart. lt becomes a

soon as

WHAT_THI NKI NG

we address questions ol what to the existent, hereand-now thing.

for
We ask what it is, and wtrat it does-in itself and without regard
past or future. The existent is taken as a simple given and examined

understandable properties. These are abstracted and
is
classified, and the thing is known by simple association. The thing
similar in some respects to this, and in other respectsto that, etc. ln
this way vve "sketch," or describe the thing' Listings of such
abstract properties are called know-ledge, and can be considered

for its

separablyfromthethirrg.Suchlistingsareinprinciple
inexhaustable, but the thing remains as "that which underlies."

The yvord "subject" also means "that wttich underlies"' Subjects
as
have predicates, iust as things hare attributes. Truth is defined
consistirlg

of statements of

predicate-attribution which correspond

part of a larger perceptual whole.

The same applies to properties of the thing. They are either
successful or unsuccessful insofar as they bear a coordinated
relationstrip corresponding to the genera! interpretation of the thing.
They are not good or bad, right or wrong, in themselves. Such can
exist only when considered in isolation and iudged by abstract rules.
Why and how; Relerrance and Relation

What-thinking is oriented solely toarard the thing. Why-thinking

is

oriented toward purpose and use, and is directed tot'\rard
consideration of an intentaonal future. How-thinking is orientd
tourard mode of being within an existent fabric.

to experience.

of the word
when we *k: Who

,,what,, is the Anglo-Saxon neuter form
The word

"who." ln this way we ask very similar questions
and Whot. The questions are those

of identity'

Why and How explain a thing. They do so by relating to the pct
and connecting to the future; i.e., tte ongoing and external world.
Things cannot exist without such relationships, since they cannot
exist in and of themselves.

Just as "what" is the neuter form, so "why" is the intenogative
form of ,,Who.,, To rk why is to search for intention, to quest.on
relevance, and inquire into meaning and purpose'

When we inquire into existing things, we ask such questions at; a
matter of course. Attributes which a thing hc are interpreted both
as properties o/ the thing, and as relationsconnections fo the world.
lnternal and external are thereby united, and the *rarp distinction
between them erased.

understandable is arbitrary; and that a
thing, and the thing has relwance to the
v\rorld. This relarance is not something either the thing or the world
hos, bul is-in a sense-between them. A thing can have a function,
but not a use; that is a matter of connection between thing and

When designing things rrue proceed in opposite fashion from simple
investigation of the existent. We being by establi*ting connective
and relating patterns, which are then convertd into properties.
These are in turn organized c internal physical structure and
functional qfstem, coordinated with each other to produce one

world.

thing.

WHY_TH INKING

we rcume that nothing
property has relevance to

12

a

When we design, rae design for and within a situation. Designing-for
is relevantial; desigin-within is relational. These two determine the
possibilities from which choice can be made. Such choice
constitutes either a conceptual or perceptual model for which the
final designed thing is a specific case.

4. The man is virtuous.
5. The man is a thief.

superficially, these five statements all look alike, but this is an
illusion. Each can be tested in turn to discover what we ore talking
obout, and each will be found different, some subtly, others
dramatically.
(1) The man is tall.

C.

APPENDIX 2

This is (usually) a simple perceptual observation, and could without
violence be recast simply as an adjective and noun: tall-man.

CONCEPTUAL AND PERCEPTUAL MODELS

A. We can consider the behavioral evidence
take the form of four kinds of assertion:

(2) The man is a carpenter.

of human thought to

(1)

Assertions which communicatei or estabtish or place in
common with others some area of discourse (universe of discourse).

Ql Assertions which inform or which give form
specifications to something of which a generalized

(3) Assertions which express
subjective responses of someone.

im4e

by

is held.

or make manifest the feelings

and

Here we are attributing a function, or participation within a general
activity, rather than a property of the man; i.e.. something he can be
se,id

to have.
(3) The man is black.

At this point, interpretation is ambiguous.

The first three assertions are within the capability of many-if
not most-animals. The fourth propositional language a such, is by
unanimous agreement exclusive to humans, and is probably the best
evidence of what r,re call conceptual thought.

B. Even though unanimous agreement exists on the poant that a
propositional language is unique to man, it is not at all clear as to
whether such language is dependent on conceptual ability, whether
conceptualizing is dependent on conceptual ability, language
faculty, or whether both are evidence of some higher mental
function unique to man. Since the issue is unresolved, we can only
look to the behavioral evidence which exists in the form of
language.

The general form of the English language is subiect-predicate;
something is named and then some property of function is
attributed to it. Five examples:
1. The man is tall.
2. The man is a carpenter.
3. The man is black.

could mean:

a. That blackness is a property to be attibuted to the man in
the same v\ray as we would attribute tallness, left-handedness, etc.

b. Or, "The man" is a representative (symbol) of a general

(4)

Assertions which propose or which advance opinions,
judgments, or analuations of fact or truth or which authenticate
such statements ("knowledge" statements).

We

class.

c. Or, the statement is a metaphor, of the general form;
"Abraham Lincoln is a ships-captain," (Whitman); or "Abraham
Lincoln is a pine tree," (Masefield).
The first reading vvould, again, be perceptual in origin. We could
change the form simply to "black-man." the second could also be
perceptual if the criteria of classification were simply "blackness,"
or "black things." But, in effect, "black" is novv subject, and "man"
is a property attributed to at. Using the previous simplification, the
form could now be recast into "man-black" in contrast, perhaps, to
"woman-black," or "ch ild-black.

"

lf, previous to such classification, we have a firm idea ol the class
itself , by which members attributed to the class are constituted, we
must call this a concept.
(4) The man

is

virtuous.

This statement could be taken simply as attributing a property or
tendency toward acting in a certain manner; or as arruarding
membership to the clas, "virtuous people." However, it is clear that
the first would be quite meaningless without a prior concept of the
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second. Certainly, virtue is not a perceptual obsenration as slch, but

is identifiable only by

reference

to

standards established by

a

concept.
(5) The man is a thief.

Here the subject (man) is clearly converted to a predicate (or
property). The man's being a thief has converted him from person
to thing, and he is clasified as firmly 6 sorting a potatoe.
Perceptual recognition would again be possible when the (rather
simple) criteria of clas membership rrrrere made known. But such
criteria depend on a whole string of prior concepts: "Thou shalt not
steal;" stealing is taking another's property; property is that which a
person owns; ownership is the right of possession; possession is the
privilege of capture, etc.

This condition might be better approached in future by reversing
the procedure: building perceptual possibilities, and constructing
conceptual models explanatory of them. Obviously, this cannot be
achiared, howaner, in abstraction from the existent world, for the
very mechanism of perception is one based on relationship.

lt might be asked; why, if this is so, are concepts and conceptual
models necessiary, or e\ren relevant? Perhaps the best ansnrer is the
following: concepts connect events and ojects anto overt potterns of
meaning, into rystems of purpose ascribed to. Perception is not
without meaning, but it is felt, not articulated. Concepts are
necessary to give felt experience antelligibility. Whether rrye call them
truths, myths, or fantasies, they seem necessary to tie together
scattered fragments of experience into meaningful wholes.
G.

D. Perceptual thought is that which gives us the ability (know-how-

to classify. Conceptual thought constructs the

reason why the
classification takes place, or is significant. The statement, "The man
is black," vvould be quite meaningless unless we had prwiously
established a proposation which explained why the color of a man's
skin is a significant mode of classification. The point is that a simple
assertion of this kind, which sounds communicative and/or
informative, is so only when the motive for making it has been
established. concepts assert the relevance of the observation.
Without concepts, the statement would be simply relational; i.e., the
man is darker than, just as rale would say taller than, heavier than,

OBJECT AND ACTIVITY MODELS

etc.

difficulty.

E. When we ask, '14/hat is a city?", we could respond with a purely
descriptive statement a to what caties are. On the other hand, we

A thing, in Design (or elsewhere) is actually a thing-known. lt is our
mental image, idea, memory, construct, etc., the result of an
intersection of ourselves and the world. Things may be scientific,

might ans1,\rer with a statement zuch a; recently made by
Christopher Alexander: "A city is a mechanism for sustainang
hurnan contact." lt is important to recognize that such a statement
is not a direct response to the question, but rather a response to the
question, "ll,lhy is a city?" lt is neither informative nor

communicatlve but propositional, and therefore conceptual. lt is
one hypothesis of the meaning and significance of the classification,

"city."
A perceptual hypothesis, on the other hand, would be addressed to
another question: "How is a city?" What is its manner or mode of
being whataner it is? Clearly, the question concerns the relational
structure of elements rather than the relanance or purpose of them.
F. Atthough we can usually see more possibilities inhow things are
(or could be) than in why they are (or could be), this assumption is

ied. For a/ery conceivable how-state there is a
corresponding why-state, and vice-versa. The poverty of what-is
outcomes is largely due to our lack of diligence in exploring
conceptual possibilities, and in constructing perceptual models
not

justif

expressive
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of them.

APPEN D IX 3

ln contrast to perceptual and conceptual models, which are
considered as le'rrels of "vertical" thought, obiect and activity
models are classed as "horizontal" thought. They constitute degrees

of complexity, where6 the vertical constitutes

degrees of

cultural, social, or personal, depending on the bias and characteristics
(factors) chosen to represent some external realiW. Their
significance consists in their use in relating ourselves and the world,

both individually and collectively.
The classic definition of thing is A thing is that which underlies and
bears properties. The rarcrd "property" suggests "that which is
proper to,' (some-thing), and can be considered a either static or

dynamic; i.e., physical or functional, a spatial property or

a

temporal property. Physical properties are attribuled to a thing;
functional properties are postulatd of a thing. These can be
considered 6 characterizing that which a thing ftas (attributes), and
that which it does (functions).
sense that predicates assign
attributes to the subject, and verbs assign etions (functions).

ordinary language uses this form, in the

Example: The man

is

tall. (attribute)

The man runs. (function)

When we combine these, we say: The tall man runs. The
taken : Attribute-th ing (subject)-f unction.

form

Both functions and attributes are additive; that is, they can be
"summed" into more general collectivities, and reduced to discrete
atoms, at will. A movement toward the left (above) sums up
adiectival attributes to produce an obiect; a movement to the right
sums up functions to produce an activity. Both can be considered as
obiective when the results can be understood in their own right; i.e.
independently of the subiect, or thing. The School of Design, for
example, can be analyzed and understood as a set of physical
attributes which comprise a generalized object; on the other hand, it

can be understood as a set of functions which comprise a
generalized activity. These, in turn, can be added to other obiects
and activities at N.C.S.U. to produce 6ren more generalized
patterns.

"Horizontal" thought is entirely classificatory and descriptive. lt

ies on known values and known types (archtypes), to which
reference is made when making object or activity definition and
decision. lt is the opposite of "vertical" thought in that it assumes
that the overall structure and system, of which it is a part, sttould be
the ortcome of itself and other similarly determined things. Just as
it (itself) is constructed of many "atomic" judgments so the overall
is constructed. The reasoning is similar to that of "stategrights," or
local autonomy in government: that those most directly concerned
are better able to make sound iudgments as to their needs, and that
the overall pattern should simply comprise a summation of those
decisions. This attitude, essentially a conserving one, tends to
balance excesses on the part of generalist thinkers who assume that
the part exists only for the whole.
rel

The weakness of "horizontal" thought and design stems from its
reliance on tradition and the past, which it consciously or
unconsciously accepts, and its tendency to indulge in a kind of
romantic automatism in design procedure. Because existing things
can be completely resolved into summative listings of attributes and
functions, it is assumed that the opposite procedure is also possible,
and valid; i.e., if we can specify each attribute and corresponding
function with consideration and care, the resulting collectivity must
be a sound one. But this procedure is possibly only if the outcome is
already designed. Only to the extent that we are willing to :rccept
existing object types and existing activity definitions is it possible to

consider "horizontal" design as

a satisfactory model of

design

procedure. Otherwise, it must be considered as "necessary but not
icient," in the classical phrase. Unless supplemented by
"vertical" thought (why and how), it becomes sterile and
mechanical, substituting endless complexity for wisdom of purpose.

suff

By the same token, "vertical" thought without "horizontal"
becomes empty and

futile. They are interdependent.
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RUSSELL DRAKE, formerly a teacher of perception and
communication in the School of Design, is also a graduate of the
School in Product Design. An artist with interests in musical
harmony and composition, Eastern art, and the enciphering
systems used in allegorical literature, he presents here some of
his thoughts on perception and allied problems.

PERCEPTION, RECALL

Russell Drake

AND COGNITIVE LEVELS

Perception, consequently, requires information from fnro
sources:

(1) sensory input:
PERCEPTION

outside

world

Mullah Nasr Eddin was the most notorious
in Central Asia. His donkey train
crossed the frontiers everyday and, though he
openly admitted to being a smuggler, the
frontier guards found nothing in the baskets
but straw. They searched his person, the
smuggler

it in
water which they evaporated looking for
residues, and burnt it and condensed the
smoke, but found nothing. Meanwhile the
smuggler was becoming visibly more

l2l

associations from

past experience (stored

in

memory):

donkeys' orifices, sifted the straw, soaked

Perception is the interaction of information from these two
sources:

prosperous.
sense

Finally he moved to another country to retire.
One of the border guards, also retired, met him
there years later.

receptors

lncoming sensory data, from present experience is
recognized through connection with associations from past
experience.

"You can tell me now, Nasr Edin," he said.
'lVhatwer was it that you were smuggling right

The problem with this interaction, personified by the

under our noses all those years?"

border guards in the story, is that usually one's associative

input interfers with one's sensory input.

"Donkeys," said the Mullah. l12l
This story illustrates some essential aspects of perception.

"Perception involves an act of
categorization . . . we stimulate

an

organism

with some appropriate input and he

responds

by referring the input to some
events." l2l

class of things or

The organism (in this case: border guards) was stimulated
by sensory input (donkeys, baskets, straw, etc.), and
responded by referring the input to some class of things or
events (places

20

for hiding contraband).

Overactive

associative input excludes incoming senfiry data which do
not correqond to the awciations. lmportant sensory data
enters the nervous system but, like the donkeys entering

the country, is simply not perceived.

The diagram of one's usual perceptual state consequently
looks more like this:

I

sense

receptors

This associative dominance has two malor consequences.

This first is that the associative category may not

fit

the

sensory reality. This is called non-veridical perception.

Bruner, in discussing remedies for non-veridical perception,
states:

" . . . veridical perception . . . depends upon a
state of perceptual readiness that matches the
probability of occurrences of e\rents in the

The second is that awareness of the category, even if it
happens to correspond to the reality, is still overdominant
and is, in effect, mistaken for the reality. Words become
more important than the things referred to, and one 'lives
in one's head,' disconnected from any experience other

world of the perceiver. This is true, of course,
only in a statistical sense. What is most !ikely to
occur is not what will occur, and the perceiver
whose readiness is well-matched to the
likelihoods of his environment may be

than his own associations.

design profession, the first
consequence-the mis-match of category with sensory cue,
or non-veridical perception-may result in problem
mis-identif ication. For example, an architect-like the
border guards in the story-will frequently look for a
solution to a problem within a certain category
(architectural) when the problem itself may exist on a
completely different level (e.9. social, legal, educational,

ln relation to the

. The only assurance against (thisl is
the maintenance of a flexibility of readiness: an
duped . .

ability to permit one's hypothesis about what it
is that is to be perceptually encountered to be
easily infirmed by

*nnry

input."12, my italics)

How can hypotheses be "infirmed by sensory input"?
Unfortunately, Bruner doesn't

saY.

etc.).

The second consequence, being unaware of the various
lwels of one's own experience, leaves the designer in no
position to design for the experience of others. He designs
environments which nominally satisfy the requirements he

is

capable

of

formulating, but which may create

an

abysmally unsatisfactory experience for the user. He-again
like the border guards-completely misses what is essential
in the problem.

ln addition, the lack of contact with other levels of one's
a lack of contact with the essential
sources of one's creativity. This aspect will be discussed

Since having infirm hypotheses to begin with seems
sufficiently ludicrous to discredit as a possibility, perhaps
one could increase the intensity of sensory input. This
requires the creation of specific external conditions (e.9. a
sensory overload environment) which may momentarily
alter one's perceptual relationship to that environment, but
which unfornately will not permanently alter one's normal
perceptual relationship to his everyday environment.
The only way this relationslrip can be changed effectively is
from the inside of oneself rather than from the outside.

experience produces
later.

The question which arises is: Can one's perceptual state be
improvd? And if s, how?

It

involves increasing one's awareness
rather than increasing the input itself.

of

sensory input,

There are existing techniques for increasing sensory
awareness. They are, according to Gunther, exercices
" . . . to quiet the overdominant verbal preoccupation of
the mind . . . and focus consciousness on direct sensory
experience,.." (4)
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This would amount to the subordination of categorizing,

input. So far we have been thinking about it in the form of

and other associative activity, to a more dominant
awareness of sensory input. ln the diagram it would look

theory and diagrams.

It is necessary to understand the actuality of what

like this:

is

involved, rather than just knowing ideas about it.
sense

The following exercise utilizes low threshold lwels of

of the consequences of this shift in awareness

sound, which cannot be heard in the presence of associative
interference, as a framework for this experience.

receptors
Some

are:

One's awareness, rather than being occupied by unnecessary

would simply have more room to
of a stimulus. ln laboratory
experiments subjects with a high degree of associative
interference were found to perceive fewer aspects of a

associative activity,

perceive more aspects

stimulus than low interference prone subjects (Klein).

Exercise: listening to ambient sounds.

Your mind is usually filled with continuous verbal associations.

ln certain other experiments subiects frequently report the
size or shape they know a stimulus object sl'rould be even
when this is grossly contradicted by the size or shape it
actually appears to be. They are reporting their associative
reaction rather than the contradictory experience of
present reality. ldries Shah, commenting on the donkey
story, states that " . . . the average person thinks in patterns
and cannot accommodate himself to a really different point
of view ...". The shift of awareness from the dominance

of past

to that of present experience will admit
a stronger impression of the uniqueness of the "here and
now" and should permit more reliance on present reality
anen when aspects of it contradict past conditioning. ln

associations that normally occupy your mind.

It can be heard.
To hear it, you have intentionally to shift your attention away from
your associations onto the sensory reception of sound.
This is an exercise to experience the difference between:

experience

other words, one would simply be more open. Associative
input would be reduced to its useful role of facilitating

one's orientation
substituting for it.

to the "here

it is

and now" rather than

for controlling this shift in

necessary actually

to

experience the
difference between one's awareness being occupied by
associations

consciousness being occupied by sensory input, and

consciousness being occupied by verbal associations (thinking,
verbally recognizing, or daydreaming).
Go somewhere where it's relatively quiet.

Sit or lie down.
Get comfortable.

Before examining methods
awareness
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The environment is filled with low-lanel sounds, called ambient
noise. This noise (below about 40 dbls.) is usually unnoticed
because it isn't loud enough to attract your attention away from the

and awareness being occupied by

sensory

Close your eyes.
Be quiet. Relax.

your attention: to shift it from associations to incoming
stimuli.
Listen: wind blowing, birds singing, distant voices, motors, dogs
barking, flies buzzing, etc.

lf you identify

There are specific techniques to gain control

the sounds, try not to think about them, just listen.

Notice trat when you can hear these quiet sounds clearly, the verbal
associations in your mind have stopped.

ln a few seconds they'll start

agaan.

Notice that when they do, you've stopped hearing.
Listen again.

Notice that when you can hear, you've stopped thinking.

Notice that in a few seconds the associations start again. Then

of

your

attention.
Before beginning these techniques, it is necessary to know
why you're doing them. You need to experience the
difference between thinking and actually perceiving.

The purpose of the ambient sound exercise is that this
difference is immediately made clear. The difference with
visual stimuli may not be so clear initially. With your eyes
open and light coming in, you tend not to notice that,
though you seem to be looking, you're not really *eing.

you've stopped hearing.
Listen again.
Etc.

ln

listening

on

e doesnt. The two

to ambient sounds, either one hears them or
states of perception and

non-perception have a different psychological flavor.

Do this until you clearly expeience the difference between hearing
and thinking.
You

canl do both at once.

It should be clear from this exercise that the more you
hear, the less you associate. The more you associate, the
less you hear.

Perception is characterized bY:
( 1) relative cessation of associations,

(2) awareness of sensory inPut, and
(3) awareness of the effort of controlling your attention
which produces (1) and (2).

When the difference in this flavor is recognized. one can
understand the need to learn how to make this effort.
Perception, in the sense of increased awarenes, doesnt
happen

last resistance
(or greatest attraction): it follows one's assciations

By
lncreasing perception depends on decreasrng associations.
(Not irrwocably and forever, but simply for as long as you
want to perceive something . . . probably in terms of
minutes or even seconds.)

The ability to decrease associations intentionally in order
to increase perception depends on the ability to control

by itself.

itself, one's attention follows the path of

(thinking or daydreaming) until a strong enough external
stimulus momentarily attracts it.
this stimulus produces a new flow of
awciations which distracts one's attention away from the

The recognition

of

stimulus back

into one's head. Perceiving sfops until
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'E' by Thurstone) which is clearly related to

another stimulus, or aspect of a stimulus, attracts your

Factor

attention.

Bruner's

"flexibility" in allowing perceptual

hypotheses to

be "infirmed by sensory input."

It

should be evident that this kind

of

perception, which

recognizes a piece here and a part there, misses quite a bit.

How can one prevent

associative distractions from

Witkin found that the extent to which subjects exhibited
this "flexibility," which he termed "field independence,"
was determined by a variety of factors, one of which was
"prominence

interfering with perception?

awareness.

which

One has to be able to controlone's attention.

of

Of these factors, body

has

to

be

control.

anchord somewhere.

or

degree

of

body

awareness is the only one

is not external to the person

consequently,
ln order to control it, it

postural experience"

himself and is,
the only factor potentially under one's

(15)

of one's body is itself internal

Unfortunately, it wont stay anchored on the stimulus-that

Since the physical sensation

is, you cant simply 'concentrate' for very long

sensory data, received by proprioceptors and transmitted
via afferent conduction along with external sensory data, it
would follow that an increase in the awareness of physical
sensation should shift perceptual dominance toward

on

something external to yourself, because this doesnt reduce
associative d istractions.

The only place it can be anchored which will reduce this
distraction is on the physical sensi,tion of your body rather

sensory input and away from associative input.

than on an external stimulus.
Paradoxically, in order to increase awareness of something
external to yourself, you have to increase your awareness of
yourself

.

This is the function of certain relaxation techniques. They
focus your attention on the physical sensation of your
body. Anchoring your attention in your body shifts it away
f rom associative activity, and the resulting physical
relaxation directly reduces this activity. lt diminishes its
distractive power. lt opens you up to the reception of

external

internal

sense

receptors

lncreased awareness of physical sensation results from
certain relaxation techniques. Gunther's Sensory
Awakening method, for example, begins with a basic
relaxation exercise to increase body awareness (4:10). This
exercise is similar to those used in Zen, Yoga, and some
forms of psychotherapy, for the same purpose.

sensory impressions.

Relaxation techniques fall generally into two categories.
Thurstone (14) in administering and cross correlating sixty
different perceptual and intelligence tests included only one,
the Two-Hand Coordination Test (13:49), which explicitly
required some degree of body awareness. This test was
found to be the strongest indication of an ability (called
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The first are methods usually connectd with hypnosis
techniques. They are based on suggestion resulting from the

repetition of verbal formulas: "My arm is getting very
relaxed. l'm getting very sleepy. Etc."

The problem with this approach is that thinking about
relaxing is not relaxation. lf I think: "My arm is getting
relaxed," it may relax to some extent, but no further.

Physical sensataon is similar to ambient sounds: it is there all the
time but you don't notice it because of mental pre-occupations.

More zuccessful methods are based on the direct awE reness
of the physical *nstion of muscular tension.

Continue the effort until you clearly experience the difference
between sensation and associations. When this is clear, try the
following, which is a basic relaxation exercise similar to Gunther's.
(4:10)

lnstead of thinking about your arm being relaxed, direct
your attention to the actual physical sensation of it. The
awareness

of the sensation itself will relax it.

"Paradoxically step one in learning how to
relax is to become more aware of physical

Bosic Relaxation Exercise

tension . . . This giving up is not done by
avoiding tension but by experiencing it . . . "
(4:34)

Go somewhere where you can be alone in quiet surroundings.

Sit with your back straight, but not rigid (in a straight back chair,
on the floor against the wall, on the ground against a tree, etc.).

Get comfortable enough to sit for at least fifteen minutes without
movrng.
Close your eyes.

heliminary Exercise in Relaxation
Begin

Try to become aware of the physical sensation of your right arm.

Don't think about your arm. Don't repeat verbal formulas. Don't
try and form a mental image of it.

Concentrate your attention on the physical sensation

of your

forehead.

Dont try to think words. The words will come, but if you dont pay
attention to them, they'll go away.

Awareness of your arm happens in your orm, not in your head.

Dont try and create

with your face.

sensation by tightening your murles. Just

become irware of the normal sensation that is always there.

When you receive a clear impression of the sensation of your
forehead, let it relax, and then mo\re your attentaon down to your
eyes.

When you become aware of this sensation, let your mm relax. Don't

try and force it, it will relax by itself. Just try and hold

your

Hold your attention there until you can feel them relax.

aftention on the sensation.
Then your lips.

Notice the similarity with the ambient sound exercise:
Chin.

wfien you have a strong

ar,\,areness

of your

arm, associations

have diminished;

when they start again, you lose the awareness of your arm.

Neck.
Go back and sense your whole face for a feur moments.
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try and sense your whole body at once.

Then shift your attention to your right shoulder.

Then

it slowty down your right arm. (lt may feel like water soaking
into dry wood.)

You can't maintain this total sensation for long.

Move

You have to keep your attentionmoving.
Do each section separately: upper arm, forearm, hand, fingers.

Go back and sense the whole arm. Experience the pull of gravity on

Your attention will become distracted by thoughts and fly back into
your hed like a window shade rolling up.

it.
Let it come down-slorvly and gently-into your
Then shift your attention to your rigfrt hip.

Go slowly down the sections of your leg: thigh, knee, calf,

ankle,

Circulate it again througfr the maior parts
right leg, etc., if you need to.

6

bdy.
a whole: right arm,

heel, arch, toes.
Then
Sense

try

again

to

sense

your whole body at once.

your whole right leg.
Become avrrare

of your breathing without trying to manipulate it.

Then shift your attention to the toes of your left foot.

Maintain this arruareness for aruhile.
Come up your left leg the same way you went down your right.
Then slowly open your eyes.
Sense

your whole left leg.

This routine is just a suggestion. You can vary the order any way
Shift your attention to the fingers of your left hand.
Come up y<xlr arm, in sections, to
Sense

tre *toulder.

your left arm.

Then shift your attention to the bae of your spine.

you want.

Try and catch yourself at various times later in the day and contrast
the sensation of your body at that time with the memory of the
way it felt during the exercise.
Notice that at the moment when you caught yourself, you were not
of your body.

avvare

The come slowly up your spine, shoulders. neck, back of your head,
to your scalp.

Try and
Then

sense

*rift

your whole back.

your attention to your face as a whole.

Then your whole right arm.

Right leg.

Left leg.
Left arm.
Back.
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Body awareness requires an intentional effort.

It doesnt happen by itself.

Fortunately, for Westerners-who are conditioned to
perceive literal meanings-there is a (somewhat) less

Episode from the Tale of Janshah:

. . . Janshah and the merchant fared forth from
morning till noon when they reached a lofty
mountain to whose height was no limit. The
merchant dismounted from off the back of his
mule and bade Janshah dismount, whereupon

he

dismounted. Then

the

merchant

allegorical level of the story. This level is encoded by means
of certain peculiarities of the Arabic language. The
mechanism of the code is too complex to explain here, but
is described by Shah, and is used by Western scholars to
find multiple meanings in Arabic poetry. Briefly, one can,

gave

with an Arabic-English dictionary, derive the

Jan*rah a knife and a rope and said, "l desire of
thee that thou slaughter this mule." So Janshah
tucked up his garments and, going up to the
mule, tied the rope to her legs and threw her to

the

ground. Then taking

the knife,

dictionary.

he

For example, some of the words in the following phrase:

slaughtered her and skinned her and cut off her
head and legs and she became a heap of fledr.

"l

bid thee slit her belly and enter therein and !

will

Whereupon said the merchant, "l bid thee slit
open her belly and enter therein, and I will sew
it up upon thee. Then remain there for a time
and whatever thou seest in her belly inform me

decode

sewitup..."

to

these concepts (literally quoted fom

Arabic-Englislr dictionary

thereof." So Janshah slit the belly of the mule
and entered it. The merchant sewed it up upon
him, and withdrawing to a distance, hid himself
in the foot of the mountain.

After a tame, a huge bird

(...her belly)

internal state of man

sruooped down on the

inner part

the carcass, but Janshah, perceiving the bird's
intent, slit open the belly of the mule and came
forth; whereupon the bird, seeing Janshah, was

hidden part
mind, heart

startled and f lerry off. (1)

(and enter)

pen etrat i ng, p i erc i rg th ro ugh

(and I

thick, intens darknes

will
This episode, from a Sufi tale in Arabic, was written as

of

an

):

to penetrate
to be inside
to appear
to bring to light

mule and, snatching it up, flew off. lt alighted
on top of the mountain and would have eaten

multi-larel communication

encoded

of the Arabic words directly in English without
knowing any more Arabic than how to find the words in a
meanings

aspects

of a

sew

it up)

a

certain

experience.

The concept is clearly that

of

penetrating into one's

otherwise murky interior and bringing to light one's inner
state.

On one lwel, the images are allegorical. Entering the carcass
of a mule is clearly an image of body awareness: one's
awareness entering within onet (otherwise)'dead' carcass.

Various aspects and resJlts of body awareness are then
developed through the imagery. The aspect of self
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perception is explicitly emphasized

" . . . and whatever thou

consciousness expansion.

:

seest

inform me thereof."
to sffi, to look in a mirror
to show one *lf

in her belly
(thou

seest)

to penetrate

internal state of a man

understood in the West, the essential ingredient of contact
with the "mountain" or one's "inborn, essential nature"
(the "highest" part of oneself) can probably best be
understood with whatever concepts the reader might have
acquired from Eastern literature: such as the Atman or
"overself" of Hinduism, or the concept of one's "Buddha
nature" from Buddhism.

to know
to be fully aware

As the concept of religious experience is no longer very well

of
(inform me)

The concept is the ancient one of "know thyself."

"And after a time, descended upon the mule a
bird huge and snatched it up and flew. Then it
alighted on top of the mountain . . . "

ln addition to the aspect of self'perception resulting from
body awarenss, the function of the body as an anchor for

to experience

one's attention is indicated by the juxtaposition (in Arabic)

traces, impresions

of
(after a time)

of the words "mule" and "bird."

"And after a time,

descended on the mule a

bird..."
to gain masterY over

to
(the mule)

(desended uponl

the highest part
(one's Buddha nature)
rise (sun)

(the mule)

to blaze (fire)

to dazzle

*attered, diqursed
vo

latil e substance ( i.e. attentio n )
(a

bird)

Body awareness is the means for gaining mastery over one's
scattered attention.

A variant reading of the word "mule" in the above passage
leads into a fuller interpretation of the flight of the bird,
carrying Janstrah to the top of the mountain, as a religious
experience. A bird, allegorically, is usually
consciousness-or attention: a rudimentary aspect of
consciousness-( "ssattered, dispersed, volatile substance")
and being carried to the top of a mountain is an image of
28

(a bird)

volatile substance
(Consciousness)

to rrwnder at the magnitude

of

to ravidt the mind
to be rapt in ecstasy
volatile substance

(huge)
(and

srctchd
it up)

(and flew)

root, origin, middle of a thing
(Buddha

nature)

(then it alightd)

the highest part
(Buddha tature)

to be clear, evident
inborn, essntial nature

(on top)

(of the mountain)

Exercise: connecting body atvareness with looking.

Find a quiet place outside, if possible (rather than in a familiar
room).

The concept of experiencing or receiving a direct
impression of one's "inborn, essential nature," with the
resultant effects of "wonder" and "ecstasy" is clear.
Though a complete religious experience is indicated as the
ultimate rezult of body awareness, this experience lies
largely outside the sphere of Western interest. A more
moderate degree of consciousness expansion-simply

Sit, preferably, before a vast panorama.
Look it over carefully.

Then close your eyes and do the relaxation exercise previously
described (or any variation).
When you become av\rare of your breathing, open your eyes a crack,
so that only ligfrt comes in.

sensory awakening-can result.
This

" ... then it alighted (with the carcass) on top
of the mountain and intended to eat it, but felt
Janshahthebird..."

will usually shatter the

avrrareness

of your breathing.

Try to recover it.
When you do, open your eyes a

little further, etc. . . . until they're

wide open and you can still maintain the

av\rareness

of your

breathing.

to be clear, evident

(the mounain)
Look over the panorama 4ain.

to look st@lthily at

(and intendd)

to be on the watch
to be awake

(to

at

necessary.

C.ompare what you see now

(but felt)

seeing and

breathing at the same time.

!t may

appear

a if you're

with what you saw before.

seeing the scene as

to know
to perceive

6

Try to divide your attention and be aware of both
it)

to wake, to rou*
the five sen$es

Reinforce the avnareness of your breathing

if for the first time.

Try and be aware of your feelings.
Do you feel different? Like aliveT
Compare this experience

with any pranious experiences of suddenly
if for the first time.

seeing something familiar as

Compare this experience with the exercise of listening to ambient
sounds. Can you clerly distinguish between being aware of visual
input and being occupied by mental activity?
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'There is nothirg, after all, in the Zen masters
kyogai (inner state) which differentiates itself
as something wondrous or extraordinary. lt
consists, as

in all other

cases,

in scenting the

of the laurel in bloom and in listening
to a bird singing on a spring day to its heart's

fragrance

content. What, howwer, makes a difference in
the case of a Zen master is that he sees the
flowers as they really are and not in a dreamy
sort of way in which the flowers are not real
flowers and the rivers are not really flowing
rivers."
Can you tell the difference between seeing in a "dreaffiY,"

i.e. aspclative, "sort of way," and simply seeing? Do you
really see a tree? Or do you just know it's a tree?

Multi-sensory Exercise

Do the basic relaxation exercise in any environment, interior or
exterior, where you can be undisturbed.
Become aware of your breathing (without trying to alter it), or hold

your attention on the sensation of some part of your body. (You
cant maintain a total sensation of your body for !orB. You can only
do it with a part: breathirg, your fac€, an arm, your feet, etc.l
While maintaining some degree of this sensation, focus on the input
of different sensory channels one at a tims:
seeing

hearing
smelling

tactile sensations (of your clothing from the
inside, air movement on your skin, etc.l
tempersture

Do the exercise qain using a *rort activaty: walk a block, take
bath, get dressed, eat something, etc.

a

Focus, one by one, on each sense.

You have to perceive systematacally, i.e. focus intentionally on one
at a time. Otherwise, though your thre*rold of awareness will
be lourered througtr maintaining some form of body sensation, your
perception will be dependent on what you happen to notice. I.ou
can't be aware of everything at once.
sense
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Perceptual information, particularly visual, is stored in what

R

is frequently called the visual motor'system-not in the
verbal memory store. (The motor-system will be discussed
in more detail in connection with cognitive processes, but
for present purposes: the motor'system is more or less

ECA LL

r*ognized
Zen students are with their masters at least ten

years before they presume

to

as

being the mechanism of visualization.lTl

ln order to gain accessto sensory memory it
'think' directly with the motor-system.

teach others.

Nan-in was visited by Tenno, who having passed
his apprenticeship, had become a teacher. The

is necessary to

mysterious as it may sound. Try the following

day happened to be rainy, so Tenno wore

This is not

wooden clogs and carried an umbrella. After

exercise.

Tenno, confused, had no instant ans:\,ver. He
realized that he was unable to carry his Zen

Exercise : percepual recall.

as

)

greeting him Nan-in remarked: "l suppose you
left your wooden clogs in the vestibule. I want
to know if your umbrella is on the right or left
side of the clogs."

€very minute. He became Nan-in's pupil, and he

studied six more years
wery-minute Zen. (10)
There is another aspect

of

to

Practice this exercise at night when you get into bed.
hower,rer, any time of day.

accomplish his

perception: access

to

past

perceptual experience, or recall.
Recall techniques fall into two categories.

The usual approach is based on verbal associations. (Cf. a
very good study by Haber and Erdely: Emergence and
rtrovery of intiatly unavailable perceptual material.l $l
The problem with this approach is that one doesn't dirrctly
recall the actual experience. but recalls verbal associations

connectd with the experience. Actual sensory memory
may or may not be connected with these associations, but
the point is that it's not thewords you are concerned with,
you want to be able to reexperience the experience.
A more direct approach

lt can be used,

Relax. Close your eyes, and vistralize arerything you did during the
to that time, fuckwords. That is, start from where you
are-in bed for example-and visualize yourself getting into bed in
rarerse and going backwards to what you did iust before you gpt
into bed, what you did before that, where you were before that,
where you came from in order to get there, and so on back to when
you got out of bed in the morning (which you get back into in
rwerse).

day, up

Dont try and think, "l did this-l did that." The point of doing it
backwards is to thwart verbal-logical csociations of "l got up-then
I brushed my teeth-then I got dressed-then I went out," etc.
Do it visually and rapidly.

lf you keep moving and don't let yourslef become sidetracked by
the wealth of detail, or by verba! forniulations, you can recall your
whole pathway of movement throughout the doy in a few minutes.
This is thinking with your motor-system.

is possible
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After clearly experiencing the difference between this kind of
thinking and verbal thinking, the next step

is

to attempt to immerse

yourself in the arrailable detail.
The danger is that you'll lapee into uncontrolled ssociative thinking
since, by stopping along the pathway, you lose the movement control

that induces visuatization. lf you srddenly notice that

you're

What you might notice in attemtping this recall is that your
most vivid and complete memories were produced either by
some extremely interesting and unexpectd circumstances
that attracted your attention, or by Your own effort to
increase intentionally your perceptual awareness.

Not surprisingly, increased percpetion facilitates

increased

thinking about something that happened yesterday, or ten yeani
ago, stop and start over. lf this happens too frequently to produce
any results, you probably need more experience with the rapid

recall.

visualization part.

And viceversa: what you didnt notice at all, you can't

Begin with some degree of physical sensation (either from the whole

relaxation exercise or part of it).
Pick some point on the pathway that you want to investigate and
try to recall your different sensory impressions systemotically i.e.,

one mode at a time (and not iust by whata/er

happens

asociatively):
What did you see? (Recall visually, not verbally.)

What sounds did you hearT (Not the names of the sounds, but
the sounds.)
What did you smell?

(lf you touched something with your
try and remember how the sensation felt fn your hond, not in

What did you tor.rch?
hand,

your hed.)
Did you taste anything?
What was the temperature? (Not in degrees, how did it feel?l
This pathway gives direct access to sensory non-verbal memory. You
might be startled, for example, by re-experiencing a smell.

Next, try to recall your postures and movements. Try to recall
your emotional state. What thoughts were going through your head?
You can systematically cross.check the impressions received through
each sensory channel with each level of internal reaction. You can
connect how vou reactd with what you reactd to.
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remember at all.

lf

Tenno, in the Zen story, had simply been aware of
himself as he entered the house-rather than worrying
about what kind of impression he was going to make on
Nan-in-he might have recalled the sensation of his umbrella
in one hand or the other, or a visual impression of a wall,
clogs, umbrella, etc. As it was, he walked into the house
like a sleepwalker. What can you recall of sleep other than
dreams?

Exercise: perception of your internol world.

ITIVE LEVELS

COGN

Do the basic relaxation exercise.

Ouoth Shahrazad-lt hath reached me . . . that
after Alaeddin had raised the slab from over the
entrance to the hoard there appeared before
him a Sardab, a souterrain, whereunto led a
case of some twelve stairs and the Maghrabi
said, "O Alaeddin, collect thy thoughts and do
whatso I bid thee,. . . Go down with all care
into yonder vault until thou reach the bottom
and there shalt thou find a space divided into
four halls and in each of these thou shalt see
four golden jars . . . Beware, howwer, lest thou
take aught therefrom or touch them... Leave
them and fare forwards until thou reach the
f

orth

hall . . . Thou

wilt find therein a

door . . . enter there through into a garden
adorned werywhere with fruit-bearing trees.
This thou must traverse by a path . . . beyond
which thou wilt come upon an open saloon and
therein a ladder...And...thou shalt find
there a lamp hanging from its ceiling; so mount
the ladder and take that lamp . . . And on
return thou art allowed to pluck from the trees
whatso thou pleasest, for all is thine so long as
the lamp is in thy fund . . . " (3, my italics)

Using a short activity, like eating an orange, brushing your teeth,
etc., focus on what is going on inside of you instead of outside. Be
aware one at a

time ol:'

l1l Your body itself
What is your body actually doing? How does

at

feel from the

inside? How does it move? What muscles become tense? How does
your face feel from the ansideT Etc.

Try to foltow your

movements with unbroken attention How is
your body reacting to, and manipulating, the environmentT You
may notice that it seems to be constantly making complicated
judgments and deductions of distance and forces, that it isthinking
all the time-not in words like your head-but in its own way. lt has

its own level of lntelligence separate from your head. This is called
your motor{ystem. lt thinks in motor-impulses instead of words,
l2l emotions
You are usually only aurare of the effect your emotions harre on
your mental asociations. ("1 feel angry because l'm thinking angry
thoughts.") The emotions themselves, howwer, originate in your
bdy. By becoming arrare of your body, you can becomeawareof
your emotions.

!t may be diff bult to connect with them at first. ln fct you may not
think you anen have any. But if you persist, you can begin to notice
them. They are a kind of energy that inhabits your body. E*h
emotion ha a different 'flavor.' You might notice that you have
sareral different ones at the same time.

The image of descending into the subterranean chamber is
essentially the same as that of Jan*rah entering the dead
carcass: the descent of one's awareness down into one's
body, rather than its usual course 'off the top of one's
head.'

The lamp is obviously consciousness. lt is found in the
fourth room. What is in the other three rooms?

You might notice that your emotions have their own ossociations.
They make their own iudgments and decisions, have their own
memory, draw their ovvn conclusions, etc. You mig[tt decide that
your emotions, like your body, is a separate level of intelligence.lt
'thinks'with feelings instead of words or motor-impulses.

l3l though*

Try to

observe what thoughts pop into your head. Try to
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The intellect, the ernotiona! system, and the motor system,
how they are connected, csociatively, with the activity
you're eng4ed in without becoming lost in them. That is, try to
maintain some form of body awareness and, by iust letting the
thoughts come and go, try to discover what actually runs through
observe

your mind. You might be surPrised'
You have to be careful that you don't become lost in these thoughB
aurareness of your body. lf you do, the experience will

by losing the
degen

erate into the usral free-association activity

called

are

*parate cognitive

levels.

The motor-system can perceive data separately from the
Iogical mind, recognize it, process it at tremendous rates of
sped, and store it in and retriare it from its own memory.
That is, it perceives, recognizes, thinks, and has its own
memory.

'introspection.'
Awareness

is different from introspection.

Awareness

of

your

associations is different from being drowned in them.
Awareness is different

It

is an autonomous cognitive mechanism.

It thinks in the form of motor-impulses

and visual images.

from thinking'

(You may notice that your thoughB contain a mixture of words and
inwges. Though the images occur in your head, they are generated
by motor-impulses originating in the motor-system.

Motor-impulses are considered by psychologists to
accomrynf thought, not to be a separate form of thought.
The motor-system is still considered to be a 'dumb animal'
consisting

of

learned, reflex, and habitual beharior. Motor

thinking is not yet officially included among the "higher

mental processes." This is due to the prwailing
verbal-logical concept of intelligence. The fact that one's
bdV undersbnds ideas has been largely overlooked.
One can experience

(if he makes the effort) at least four

different kinds or levels of thinking (or of reaction to the
environment):

Einstein, howarer, was quotd as saying that the essential
elements of his thinking were not words, but "images and
musculature"-both the results of motor activity.

words-a function of the logical mind,

Motor impulses may or may not be accompanied by visual
images. The motor system is essentially the mechanisn of
visualization. lts memory is the storehouse of vizual

feelings-a function of the emotional system, and

motor-impulses

and images-both functions of

the

experience.

lt does vis.tal thinking.

motor-system.

Charles Rusch has derived five levels of experience from
of dwelopmental psychology. Since certain of
these levels appear to be functions of others-e.g. the

Hebb has recognized the participation of the motor-system
in visualization:

concepts

"imaginal" larel is a function of the "enactive" or motor
lanel (Hebb is quoted below as theoretical support for
this)-his conclusions closely parallel the above experiential
conclusions.
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"Activation of the motor-system, overt or
implicit (even possibly within the cerebrum
alone, with no activity of the final common

paths), contributes essentaally to the
dwelopment of visual integration . . . " 17;3471

Clinically, the explanation for the nearly total failure to
notice the function of motor-impulses can be found in the
work of Wilhelm Reich: the "armoring" produced by

Emotions are considered by psychologists as something that

habitual muscular tensions prarents the perception of what
is going on (or trying to go on) in one's body. (9)

emotions also are a separate cognitive mechanasm.

Experientially, howarer, you can easily become aware of
motor-impulses by simply relaxing and becoming aware of
your body.

influences perception and cognition. There is, howwer,
sufficient widence available to establi*r the fact that the

Kempler and Weiner in discussing "special perceptual
processes which . . . affect the final perception by
regulating or selecting what is to be admitted to
awareness," list such "constructs" as "perceptual defen*,"
used for 'blocking out' dirty words, "perception without
awrrenes," "subception," etc.
They state:

Exercise: becoming awsre of motor-impulses.
Do some form of the basic relaxation exercise.
Then feel how your body thinks these ideas:

push-pull

" . . . in all of these formulations two basic
assumptions are included: (a) there are at least
two relatively independent perceptual

systems,

a

supraliminal process that operates within
awareness, and a subliminal process, i.e.

'gating,' 'registration,' 'subception,' which
of awareness; (b) the latter
process is more sensitive, i.e. makes
operates outside

back-forth
in-out
up-down
etc.

lgnore the vvords, just let your musculature think.

When you can distinguish clearly the motor activity (the real
content of the ideas) from the words (the empty shells of ideas)
with these simple examples, and are able to think the ideas without
words at all, try some more difficult ones:

discriminations the wbliminal proces does not
make. ln each of these perceptual formulations

it

is assumed that the appropriate evaluative

to the stimulus is made within the
rganism while the subject cannot yet
discriminate and report the stimulus. lmplicitly,
therefore, the meaning of the stimulus. . . is
reaction
o

apprehended prior to correct recognitaon." (8)

energy
mass

the speed
etc.

of light

That is, "prior to correct recogniton" by the logical mind.

The reported presence of measurably greater autonomic
li.e. emotionall activity in the subjects during the 'dirty
word' experiments, for example, indicates their emotional
r*ognition of the meanings of the words.
The emotional system perceived, recognized, and evaluated
the words on the basis of past experience.
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The emotional system, like the motor-system, separately
perceives, recognizes, thinks, and has its own memory. lt
'thinks' about huge quantities of data at tremendous rates
of speed, and 'thinks' in the form of 'feelings.' It makes
much more subtle discriminations than the logical mind.
The results of its processing may become available to the
logical mind in the form of intuition-for example, in the
nearly instantaneous hierarchical analuation of elements

The human organism is connected to its environment not
merely from the standpoint of sensory input, but through
the cognitive reactions of these different larels of
intelligence.

" ...

we do not operate on iust the
intellectual larel, but on all lwels at al! times."
Rusch points out that

In other cultures, these levels were given separate forms of
education. For example, in lndia:

within a complex situation.
The intellrctual lwel of thinking requires no argument to
zubstantiate its existence. Everyone knows

The problem is,
something

it

hatha yoga is for the education of the body,

is there.

it is frequently given credit for doing

it didn't really do. Everyone probably has
of a person trying to justify

observed some example

logically some decision he had already made on

is

for the education of the emotions,

inana yoga is for the education of the intellect,

an

raia yoga is for the dwelopment of consciousness.

emotional level.

The rationalization of motor thinking is not so often
observed. The results of high speed motor processing
frequently "pop into one's head." lf they are even noticed,

they are called "insight"-or

bakhtiyoga

This conception of man as a multi-leveled intelligence
appears to be of considerable antiquity. The Sphynx was
composed of four animals:

something equally

of their origin. lf they aren't noticed, they
are immediately translated into words without it being
observed that the words come after the fact-the thinking
has already been done. This is inevitable since both the

the
the
the
the

non-indicative

emotions and the motor-system think faster and are usually
way ahead of the logical mind.
The virture of the logical mind actually lies in its slowness:
of this slowness it is more controllable.

because

of<r at least access fo-motor and emotional
processes depends on the development of awarenss.

Control

body of a bul!
legs of a lion
head of a man
wings of a eagle.

The bull is the body.
The lion is the emotions.
The man is the intellect.
The eagle is consciousness.

four levels correspond
rooms in the tale of Alaeddin.

These

to the four subterranean

Awareness has to be increased and 'quickened'to be able to
cope with these more rapid processes.

Access

to the first

three rooms is through the fourth:

consciousness or awareness.
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l
" . . . We are developing a very small part of the
individual's intell*tual potential, or any kind

of

CONCLUSION

This material is the first phase of an attempt to dwelop

basis

for the

education

of

'non-verbal

a

processes':

perception, recal l, body-intel I igence, emotional-intell igence,
etc.

The exercises are not necessarily the form in which the
material would be taught in class. They are intended to
supplement the reader's understanding with the possibility
of experiencing the ideas, as well as merely thinking about
them.

This phase, though dweloped within the context of

a

design curriculum, is intentionally unconnected to design in
order to maximize its potential relevance to other areas of

potential for that mafter. This becomes
extremely qrident when you get into an
architectural rhool wh'rch does try to
develop some of the less usual parts of your
potential. Most of the other disciplines are still
playing pretty much the same verbal and
numerical games you were taught in elementary
school. lf you look at a typical elementary

school curriculum today, despite all the new
methods they have, there is still a concentration
on the three Rs. Of these, reading and writing
require very similar basic skills. Mathematics
adds somewhat to this experience, but there are
many levels of experience, and there is no good
r@@n why our ducational system can't
develop a big proportion of them, if not all."
111:2, my italics)

"Education is largely verbal education."
(Aldous Huxley)

education.

phase (in progress) is concerned with an
indication of the relation of various non-verbal abilities to
specific design activities (problem recognition, creativity,
etc.) and a description of methods suitable to classroom

rou gh piece of water,
ungrammatical to him.

education.

"Have you never studied grammar?" asked the

The next

Mullah Nasr Eddin, ferrying a pedant across

said

a

something

scholar.

The first phase provides an indication of the general scope
of directions and possibilities involved in some form of
intentional and systematic education of non-verbal abilities.
It is hoped that a relationship will be recognized between
these possibilities and the need for the dwelopment of
forms of education more relevant to human beings than the
prevailing ones. This need is being expressed with increasing
urgency: students are burning the schools down.

"No."
'Then half your life has been wasted."

A few minutes later

Nasr Eddin turned to the

passenger. "Have you e\rer learned to sruim?"

"No. Why?"

Present educational methods are limited to
development of fractional aspects of human beings.

the

'Then all your life is wasted-we are sinking!"
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graphic design of complex information. His collaboration with
Duncan Stuart on earlier projects led to the present study.

THE MASS PRODUCTION OF UNIOUE
Duncan Stuart and Fred Eichenberger

ITEMS REVISITED

INTRODUCTION

Many classes of design problems, perhaps most,
may be characterized as having a multitude of
equally plausible solutions. The notion of "best"
solution either is not applicable, or so remote from
realization as to be not worth the pursuit.

FOR EWAR D

The following text is, with some editing, a reprint
of a research report, entitled The Mass Production
of Unique ltems, that was published in a limited
edition of 100 by the Design Research Laboratory
of the School of Design in September, 1968. The
original study produced a set oI 1752 unique items
by means of photographic offset-lithography. This
large group of similar but not identical prints
resulted from printing and overprinting 12 images
and three colors within the context of certain
constraints. This paper describes the system which
produced that set.

The exigencies of commercial printing, plus the
vast number of one-of-a-kind items that would
have been required to insure uniqueness, made it
impossible for us to duplicate the origina! study. ln
the simulation we designed for this publication,
there are 72 different prints each of which is
repeated 25O times. Each copy of the magazine
contains a set of prints which illustrate the process
and represent a portion of that set of 72. While the
items themselves are not unique (each has 249
identica! brothers somewhere in the world) the sets
are. No two are identical. The production history
of the set of 72is described in an afterword to this
article.
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Techniques presently available, sophisticated as
they may be, do not present the designer with a
sensual realization of the domain available to his
choice mechanism. Our reference here is to the
various branches of mathematics which focus on
the manipulation of multivariate factors. The
output of such mathematics is highly abstract,
bare-bones information transmitted in the main to
the essentia I ly rational segments of our
consciousness.

Our hope is that the studies begun in the project
will serve as an aid to presenting the designer with
a more direct sensory grab on the domain of
choices available to him. We further hope for the
entrance of serendipity, perhaps supplying us with
a tool honed for tasks as yet only dimly imagined.
The results of our project suggest that this has been
the case.

OBJ ECT!VES

1. We wished to exploit the fullest potential of a
finite set of input elements under the controlling
c ircu msta nces of self and system-imposed
limitations. We define fullest potential as the
completely exhausted set of output elements
available from the input elements combined under
the imposed restrictions. Left to our traditional,

essentially handicraft production techniques, the
number of images either of us could have produced

would have been limited in number and, we
believe, merely extensions of already formed and
partially ossified sensibilities. The replacement of
handicrafts with a system and the appropriate
machinery allowed us to produce an unedited,
non-subjectified group which contained anything
we or anyone else might have accomplished by
traditiona! means.

2. We have developed strategies by which
equipment designed primarily to produce many
faithf ul duplicates of a prototype may be
employed in the production of unique items. Our
employment of offset duplicating equipment
stemmed from both desire and happenstance. Such
equipment is readily available, not only to us, but
also most probably to other designers as well. We
viewed it as a particularized example of many
similar mass production systems. The methods we
propose would adapt themselves to a wide variety
of production situations. This latter statement is
prompted by having been made aware, after
completion of the set, that it had been produced
with ease and simplicity. This, together with the
obvious visual richness of the results, convinced us
that our methods have application to many areas
of design activity.
3. We further wished to consider the possibility of
developing out of these efforts a method or
methods by which complex design problems could
be encoded and produced graphically, then studied
visually for significant patterns among their
possible permutations and combinations. Should
this end be even partially attained, we would be
able to offer a useful addition to the growing
family of design methodologies.

OPERATIONS

1. INPUTS. A. Six images taken from a group of
studies in mosaic transformation by Stuart. These
six images were reproduced in positive and negative
form yielding 12 images in all. (See Appendix 1.)

B. Three printing inks (yellow, blue, red) were
chosen to yield a relatively complete spectrum
through overprinting. Spectral approximation was
not sought since the need to maintain true color
identity against white paper would not have been
possible in the case of process yellow.

2. COM B I NATO R lA L R U LES. A. No image may
appear more than once in any final print; B. No
color may appear more than once in any final
print; C. AII combinations of 2 and 3 images and
colors must be generated; D. No image may change
orientation. These rules were selected, in part
arbitrarily, from a larger group of possibilities. Had
\ E chosen a different set, the character and
quantity of images would have changed. For
example, the introduction of asymmetric images to
assume different orientations would have greatly
increased the number of final images.
PRESSWORK. The mechanics of offset
duplicator makes plate (image) change a simple
operation, while ink (color) change is considerably
more difficult and time consuming. For this set, we
needed to change the ink only three times and the
plates only 34 times in the course of producing
1752 unique images. This procedure and that of
collation are detailed in Appendices 1 and2.

3.

4. COLLATION. The most complex and significant
task in this operation is that of organizing the
schedule of printing in such a way that the unique
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images are efficiently produced. This task is one of,

first, introducing into the duplicator
appropriate-sized bundles of paper, properly

oriented; second, taking the papers (or other
surfaces) so printed and rearranging them in a
manner appropriate to the next stage of the
printing operations. This operation, which we call
collation will vary with the type of printing device
and the type or types of surfaces which receive the
printed images. The collation scheme appropriate
to this study is shown in Appendix 2.

orientation with respect to other input images, i.e.,
what is designated as top for each image must
remain constant throughout the operation.

2. None of the input images may appear more than
once in any output image.
3. None of the input colors may appear more than
once in any output image.

4. The set of output

images must exhaust the

possibilities def ined by the restrictions. Such
exhaustion must be executed with an efficient
investment of effort, both from personnel and
equipment.

The input of this study consists of 12 related visual
images and three colors which are brought together
under certain rules of combination. These entities
achieve physical form by being printed and
overprinted on a standard paper by a standard
offset duplicator. The output of this study is the
complete set of possible prints obtainable through
the use of the input entities. The mechanism with
which we are presently concerned is to structure
t h e operations in such a manner as to
demonstrably achieve the desired output in the
most economical manner.

We have made a simplifying assumption for this
project that the colors employed are commutative;
that is, the order in which they are used in no way
significantly affects the output. The first color
printed over the second color is considered to be
identical in effect to that of the second color over
the first, and so on. Clearly this assumption is not
justified to the degree that the opacity of any color
masks the appearance of a color lying beneath it.
However, the colors chosen are deemed sufficiently
transparent that we have felt them to be
co m mutative enough for our purposes. A
preliminary examination of the non-commutative
case in contained in Appendix 3.

An output image is any one of the input images
printed in any one of the input colors, or, any
possible combination of input images printed in
any possible combination of input colors. Such
combinations are governed by the following

Let us now examine the input elements with a view
to determining the nature of the expected output.
We have available to us 12 images, l1 thru l,72, and
three colors, C1, C2, C3. We will begin with an
examination of the color variance.

APPENDIX

1

constraints:

1.
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None

of the input images may change

Let us denote the color domain available to us with
the leter C. To this we will append a parenthetical

subscript (N) denoting how many at a time of
these colors we are using. Thus, C51, would denote
Nth color in the domain, while Clrutwould denote
'the
the simultaneous employment of
colors (N) at
one time. lf there are two colors available, A and
B, we could examine their possibilities by
employing diagram 1; diagram 2 denotes the
possibilities for three colors, A, B, and C.

DIAG

RAM

c(o) =

1

c(t)=

2

c(2) =

1

1

c(o) -- 1

c(l)

=3

c(z) = 3
c(3) =
1

DIAGRAM

2
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As we allow the number of available colors to
increase, such diagrams become more difficult to
draw and even more difficult to evaluate. The
values for C1N) may be defined much more simply
by resorting to an historic figure known to us as
Pascal's Triangle. The contents of a portion of this
triangle are contained in the following diagram:
\N

c\
0
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12

I 10

11

11
121
1331
14641
5
1 51010
1615201561
7
1 721 353521
18285670562881
1 9 36 84126126 84 36 I
r 10 45 120 210 252 210 120 45 10
1 1 1 55 165 330 462 462 330 165 55 1 1
1 12 66 220 495 792 924 792 495 220 66

12

0

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

I

1

1

1

1

1

Let us now turn to the 12 images, l, which must be
combined with the above defined color
relationships. lf we start with any one of the 12
images and superpose on it a second image, there
are (l-1) or (11) choices available to us. lf we in
turn superpose a third image on the first two there
are (l-21 choices available. Thus for our present
problem, the exhausted set of output images would
be

(ctr

)

x l)--

(C(Z)

x l)(l-1)=

(CtSt

x

l)(l-1)ll-2l.=

36 1 image at a time
396 2 images at a time
1320 3 images at a time

1752 Unique items
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1

12

More generally, the total would be

(ctr)+

(c(2)rxI]i[,*yr)(r-1).-2)

(!-N)

Similarly, if we allow ourselves up to 12 different
colors as inputs, but permit ourselves to employ
them at most, saY, three at a time, the total
number of unique images would be as follows.

Where N- the total number of colors available,
with the further restriction that lzN.

Total output images, colors taken at no more than

lf we increased

INPUT

the number of colors until they
were equal to the number of input images, the
number of possible unique output images would be
as shown in the following tables:
INPUT

1 ..

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11
12

COLORS

UNIOUE OUTPUT IMAGES

....12

.156
1,752

...18,000
. . 169,000
.1,442,172
1,109,336
82,404,032
1

...436,630,860
. .2,581,284,540
.12,549,995,964
.53,893,291 ,200

three at a time:

1...

COLORS

UNIOUE OUTPUT IMAGES
12

2

156

4

1,752
6,'.|20

3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

...15,120
. . .28,452

...49,056
. . .77,712
. . 116,740
. . 164,460
. .225,192
. .299,256

From the foregoing tables it may be seen that for
colors less in quantity than three the number of
unique output images is insufficient in number to
allow an observer to get an adequate feel of the
extent of the inherent possibilities. On the other
hand if we go beyond three for our quantity of
colors available, w€ are presented with what we
have felt to be an excessive number of unique
output elements with which to reckon. Of course,
it would be possible to cut down on the number of
images. We have not wanted to resort to this
stratagem because the images in a sense are our
primary information carrying elements, the colors
serving essentially as a means of establishing a
coding device allowing us to mix classes of
information without undue loss of differentiation.
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APPENDIX 2

minimize color changes as a first order requirement
and to minimize plate changes as a second order

The following will serve as a history of the present
project and a set of more or less explicit
instructions for carrying out the printing of the
1752 unique final images obtainable from the given
input images and colors. The combinatorial rules

requirement.

for

these operations have been detailed in

Appendix

1.

images used in this study grew from
investirgations into the field of transformative
geometry carried out over the past several years
(Stuart) at North Carolina State University. The
specific images were taken from a larger group
prepared in the winter and spring of 1966-67. At
that time it was felt that these studies would be
much enhanced by some variety of color coding as

The

means of superposing images with reasonable
maintainence of clarity. Eichenberger's previous
experiments in offset lithography offered basic
organizational and technical capabilities permitting
the execution of this intent. Most of the work for
this study was accomplished during the latter part
of January and the early part of February, 1968.

a

The remainder of this appendix concerns itself
with a set of instructions for carrying out the
printing of 1752 final images obtained in this
study. These instructions are adapted to the use of
photo-offset duplication equipment. Had other
equipment been employed, it is likely that other
patterns of instructions would have been devised.

The offset duplicating press is so constituted that
changing images or plates is comparatively simple
wtrile changing ink color necessitates a much more
complex set of operations. Efficient use of this
tool requires that operations be designed to
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We found that so long as color is considered to be
commutative, if there are C colors to be used, one
never needs to change color more than C times in
the press. lf there are P plates to be printed, then
the minimum number of plate changes would be

CP-(C-1)=34.

Our next question is, how many of each image
appears in each of the three colors? From
Appendix 1 we have seen that there are 36 possible
one-at-a-time images, 1 of which is a single image in
one
three colors. There are 396
two-at-a-time images, 2/3 of which will contain the
same color and 22 of these would contain the same
plate.

of the

There are 1320 three-at-a-time images, 110 of
which would contain the same plate. Therefore,
the number of copies of a single image and a single
color would be 1 + 22+ 110 = 133.
To describe more clearly the ordering of colors and
plates through our press, the following instructions
have been devised:

Given:

Colors-A, B, C
Plates-l ,2,3.

.. .12

Paper-1752 sheets

1. Fasten Plate 1 in press and charge with Color A'

2. Divide the stack of 1752 sheets of paper into 13
smaller stacks. Twelve of these stacks will contain
133 sheets each. The thirteenth stack contains the
remainder of 156 sheets. These will be introduced
in later operations.

rEEEtttlrlEtttltltl

3. Print Stack(s) 1 with Plate(s)

1

2

2

3

3
4

4
6

5
6

5
7

7

8

8

I

I

10

10

11

11

12

12

133 sheets/stack

tl

156 sh

and Color A

Leave Plate 12 on press and clean out color A. We

now have the following stacks:

EEE@E@EEE@E@
133 sheets/stack

4. Take one printed sheet from each of these 12
stacks and place in finished copy storage. Finished
storage wil! now contain 12 sheets of finished
material.
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5. The placing of one printed sheet from each stack
produced by Step 4 into finished storage leaves
132 sheets remainder in each stack. These stacks
must now be divided into 144 stacks of 1 1 sheets
each as shown in the next diagram.
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6. Remove the printed

stacks 1A 2A 3A....1 2A
which are outlined heavily in diagram of Step 5
and substitute in each place a stack of 12 fresh
sheets from the remainder of 156 sheets from Step
2. The remainder stack will now contain 12 sheets
of unprinted paper. The sheets removed in this step
will be set aside to be used when Color C is
introduced into the process.

7. We must now form 12 new stacks for the next
stage in the printing process. Referring again to the
diagram for Step 5, we now form the 12 new
stacks by picking up the top horizontal row and
labeling it Stack 1. The second horizontal row is
treated similarly and labeled Stack 2. The
remaining 10 horizontal rows are picked up
sequentially and are similarly labeled.

8.

Plate 12 is still on the press which we now
charge with Color B.

9. Print Stack(s) 12 with

Plate(s)

12 and Color

11

11

10

10

I

8

I
I

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

22
11

B

Leave Plate 1 on press and clean out Color B.
10. We must rearrange our various sheets of printed
and unprinted paper to, first, remove material to
be placed in finished storage, and second, to form
our final 12 stacks of material to be printed with
Color C. Let us take the stacks which have resulted
from Step 9 and arrange them as follows:

c12 Cll

1A

12B

1A
1

2A

128
3A
128
4A
128
5A
128
6A
128
7A
128
8A
128
9A
128
10A

128
11A

128
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1

1

18

C10

c9

c8

c7

c6 cs c4 c3

c2

1A
108

1A
98
2A
98
3A
98
4A
9B
5A
98
6A
9B
7A
98

1A
88

1A 1A 1A 1A 1A
78 68 58 48 38

1A
28

2A

2A

18

108

3A

3A

1B

10B

4A

4A

118

108

5A

5A

11B

108

6A

6A

118

108

7A

7A

118

108

8A

8A

11B

10B

9A

2A
8B

3A
8B

4A
88
5A
88
6A
88
7A
8B

8An
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8A
78
9A
78
10A
78
11A
78
12A
78

8A
68
9A
68
10A
68
11A
68
12A
68

8A
58
9A
58
10A
58
11A
58
12A
58

8A
48
9A
48
10A
48
11A
48
12A
48

8A
38
9A
38
10A
38
11A
38
12A
38

c1
R1

2A
I

1B

R2

3A
28

1B

4A
zB

4A

sA

5A

28

1B

6A
28

6A

7A
28

7A

8A
28

8A

9A
28

9A

10A
28
11A
28
12A
28

1B

1B
1B
1B

R3
R4
R5

R6
R7
R8

1B

R9

10A
18

R10

11A
18

Rl1

12A
18

R12

The 12 heavily outlined stacks in this array each
contain 12 sheets. The remaining 132 stacks
contain 11 sheets each. Remove one sheet from
each of these 144 stacks and place them in finished
materia! storage which will now contain 15G pieces
of material.
1

1. Take the remainder stack

of 12 imprinted

sheets and printed sheets we set aside
Make an array of these as follows:

in Step 6.

EEEEEEEEE@[AE

will now form 12 substacks which will be
added to the stacks to be formed from the array
made in Step 10. To form these substacks we
perform the following operation: Substack 1 is
formed by taking one unprinted sheet and one

We

1 1 sheets/stack

1

2 sheets

from every other stack except Stack 1A. Substack
2 is formed by taking one unprinted sheet and one
sheet from every other stack except Stack 2A. This
process is continued until the twelfth substack,
which is formed by taking the last unprinted sheet
and one sheet from every stack except 12A. These
are set aside and labeled as indicated. Each of these
substacks will contain 12 sheets.
12.To form the final 12 stacks we now refer to the
diagram in Step 10. Final Stack 1 is formed by
taking 1 sheet from each of the stacks in this
diagram except from those stacks in Row 1 (R1) or
Column 1 (C1).To this stack is added Substack 1
from Step 1 1. Final Stack 2 is formed by taking
one sheet from each stack except those in Row 2
(R2) on Column 2 (C2). To this is added Substack
2 from Step 11. The remaining 10 stacks are
formed in similar fashion.
13. Plate 1 is in the press and is now charged with
Color C.
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14. Print Stack(s) 1 with Plate(s)

1

2

2

3

3
4

4

and Color C

G

iven:

Colors-A, B, C

,2,3, 4
Paper-228 sheets

Plates-1

6

5
6

7

7

8

8

That there are 228 possibilites in this matrix may
be seen from the following arguments.

10

10

The commutative case would have the following

11

11

possibilities (See Appendix 1):

12

12

5

I

I

Single color possibilities C111N

All of

this material may now be placed in finished

storage which should at this point contain 1752
pieces of finished material, and the set of possible
images is exhausted.

APPENDIX 3

ln Appendix 2 we show the structural patterns
involved in carrying out the matrix of possibilities
under the assumption that the colors could be
considered commutative. The color sample tests,
however, show that such commutative properties
are not, in fact, precisely obtainable within the
limitations of the chosen medium.
ln this Appendix we examine the patterns involved
in carrying out a matrix of possibilities in which
the color is held to be non-commutative. This is a
much more complex operation and we have, for
this reason, greatly reduced the number of input
variables.

Double color possibilities CIZtN (N-l)
Triple coloo possibilities C131N (N-1)(N-2)

72

The possibilities increase in the non-commutative
case by a factor of r!, where r is the number of
colors being used in a particular image group, i'e',
r=1......r![C(1)N]

r-2......r|tct

z)

N ( N-1

)

l

r=3......r! tC131N (N-1 ) (N-2)

l

=12
=72
=144

228

The above tells us how many final elements there
will be in the set, but it tells us little about how we
should schedule our operations to produce them.

to include the printing schedule by
which the set of 228 unique, non-commutative
items could be produced but we ran afoul of our
budget and space allotments. Suffice it to say, it
would be a vastly more complex operation
(Example: the complete run would require 34 ink
changes. ) than that which produced the

We had planned

commutative set.
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=12
=36
=24

Even in the face

of such complexities, the authors

believe that such non-commutative operations are
much more likely to produce elements nearer to
those choice mechanisms which we view as being
of human origin. The cybernetically aided designer
might well consider such a course of action in

future times. His position would be that of
initiator of basic programs and adludicator of
appropriate output patterns, the grinding
operataons being carried on largely by mechanical
devices such as those we have employed.

AFTERWORD BY FRED EICHENBERGER
When Marian Scott, the editor of this issue of the
Student Publication, approached me about a year
ago with the notion of redoing the unique items
experiment, my enthusiasm was something less
than overwhelming. ln the first place, I do not
enjoy replowing old ground, and in the second, the
thought of processing 14,4OO different things (the
number it would take to insure true uniqueness for
this edition of 1,2OO copies) temporarily scrambled
whatever was left of my mind.

e wo rk was d one commercially-rather
effortlessly, I might add, except for one press
breakdown-proving to my satisfaction that,
should anyone be interested, this process has
applications in the real world. Rather than
attempting uniqueness in the prints (there are 72
different prints, each in an edition of 250) we have
accomplished that in the collation of the sets of
12. No two sets are identical, although the variance
between many is no more than one print.
Th

The real excitement in this project lies at the head
of the press. You may have a fair idea how the
final combinations are going to look, but you're
not really sure. Out they come-l , 2, or 250 at a
time depending upon how many of each you're
printing-some exciting, some disappointing, but
all different. And when it's all over you know, as
surely as you've known anything, that, if you've
played the game according to the rules, you've
gotten all there is and there isn't anymore. ln a
world of uncertainties, this at least is a small
comfort.
OPE

R

ATI ONS

INPUT IMAGES. We used four images based upon
a deliberately banal, simplistic geometry in order
to minimize ambiguity. Each image was assigned a
number, 1 through 4. lt is possible, with some
small effort, to "read" each of the images in any of
the combinations.

However, the possibility of achieving a wider
circulation was sufficiently intriguing that, despite
my misgivings, I consented to proceed, and now
that it is complete, l'm glad I did. The differences
between this and the original effort made it
essentially a new thing with its own special
problems to solve.
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INPUT COLORS. Yellow, blue, and red, in that
printing order, were chosen to insure maximum
spectral diversity. (Had ! to do it again, I would
have chosen a stronger yellow to yield better
oranges.)

COMBINATOR IAL RULES. 1. No input image
may appear more than once in any output print. 2.
No color may be used more than once in any
output print. 3. There may be no changes in
orientation to any of the input images; what is top
must so remain. 4. The set of output prints must
exhaust the possibilities as defined herein. The set
includes 12 one-image-at-a-time prints, 36
two-images-at-a-time prints, and 24
th ree-i mages-at-a-ti me Pri nts.

PRESSWORK. There were three ink changes. The
printing order, in terms of colors and plates, was
yellow 1, 2, 3, 4; blue 4,3,2, 1i red 1 ,2,3,4. The

numerical key in the lower left corner of each print
gives its lineage. For example, a blue 1, a yellow 3,
and a red 4 indicate that plate 3 was first printed in
yeltow. From there it went to the blue 1 and the
red 4 printings to achieve its final form.
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COLLATION. Chart A illustrates a portion of the
printing and collating schedule. Two typical cases
are shown, the complete yellow run, and a
complete run for one of the four images printed in
blue. The column headed "lmage Y(ellow), B(lue),
R(ed)," indicates wl,at color is to be laid down on
which image during the particular operation. The
image number which is receiving the color is
boxed. "Total quantity" refers to the number of
sheets printed while "Goes to and amount" refers
to the number of sheets reserved for future
operations. The u nderl ined number-letter
combinations in the latter column refer to the
image and color to be added.

FINAL COLLATION. Chart B illustrates the
by which the final sets of 12 that

procedure

accompany each magazine were achieved.

only 32 items and

(!t shows

seven sorts because, like Chart

A, it would

have consumed an inordinate amount
of space had it been reproduced in its entirety.)

The 72 stacks of 250 prints each were arranged in
such a manner as to insure an even distribution of
the one-image-at-a-time prints and the two and
three-image-at-a-time prints throughout the set.
Each stack was then assigned a number from one
to 72. The first sort was one through 12, two
through 13, and so forth until 61 through 72 was
reached. The second sort was one through 11, skip
12, pick up 13, and so forth until 60 through 72,
skip 71, pick up 72 was reached. The third sort
repeats the second but in reverse order. The final
collation required 23 sorts and produced 1271
unique sets.
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INTING H ISTORY. The printing was done at
Daniel lndustries, Raleigh, North Carolina, on an
A.B. Dick Model 360 offset duplicator. The press
operators were Harry Daniel and Tommy
Brincefield. Collation between press runs was done
by Fred Eichenberger and Marian Scott. The inks
used were a matched yellow, process blue and fire
red, all by Van Son. The paper is an 80 lb. Simpson
Lee Coronado cover and was in part donated by
the Henly Paper Company of High Point, North
PR

Carolina. The original art was by Fred
Eichenberger. Final collation of the unique sets

was supervised by Fred Eichenberger and Marian
Scott.
Each press run processed 13,000 sheets and took
about four hours. ln all, some 18,000 sheets were

processed. The images were deliberately
misregistered so as to make recognition somewhat
easier. ln addition, there was some accidental and
inevitable misregistry which shows up in the
non-alignment of the numbers. For that, and for
the offsetting and the occasional "hickies" that
show up, our apologies. We'asked a small press and
its operators to behave in a manner clearly at
variance with standard operating procedures
around a job print shop. That we were able to
maintain the quality we did is a tribute to the
pressmen and to their 360.
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Note: We are preparing an exhibition of the entire
set of 72 prints plus some explanatory text. lt will
occupy some 36 square feet of wall space and will
be sufficiently flexible to allow for a variety of
hangings. The exhibition will be ready for
distribution in the Fall of 1970. At this time, we
have no idea what the cost will be, certainly no
more than is necessary to cover shipping plus
insurance.

lf you are

interested, please contact

Fred

Eichenberger, School of Design, North Carolina
State University, Raleigh, North Carolina, 27607,
and we will inform you as soon as it is complete
and we have a schedule firmed up.

GENE MESSICK, a former instructor of product design and a
graduate of the School of Design, was the founder and director
of the experimental intermedia program at Thompson Theatre,
NCSU. A graphic designer and versatile technician, he has
written, designed, and packaged his contribution to this issue,
to be found as an inset in the back of the volume.

INTERMEDIA

Gene Messick

AS ART AS

INTERMEDIA

AS ART AS
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com m on:

they each exist as a rather
indiscriminate potpourri of real- and

abstract-ti me art forms.

Up until recently in the performing arts,
contribution by the visual artist was relegated to
window-d ressing the live (or real-time)
performance with sets, costumes, props, and
lighting. But in the new media, the visually
controlled impact of the media is considered as
important a part of the total experience as the
live performer's contribution. ln a motion
picture, for example, the real-time scenes are
filmed, then shaped into a complete filmic
statement by editors and directors working in
abstract-time reality: after a live performer
contributes his skill, the visual impact of a scene
is determined by sensitive cutting, scene
transitions, use of sound, etc.
The new media require the flexibility of working
indiscriminately in both abstract- and real-time
concepts, yet conventional education in the arts
has so far failed to recognize the consequences
of the differences, much less to prepare students
to meet the challenges they will encounter.
Perhaps

this is not so difficult to

understand:

the boundaries between the arts have served the

purpose of allowing sophisticated
development of each individual art form, which
could not have otherwise happened. But
somewhere along the woy, the boundaries
became the definition, not the protective limits.
u

sef

u

I

Up popped the perceptive mind of Marshal
McLuhan, who looked around himself and
commented, "The medium is the mesage (or
massage, or Mass-Age)," and for the first time in
the history of Western Art, the boundaries so
carefully built over the centuries began to
crumble. But McLuhan, with his fingers ever on
the pulse of the Now Generation, was merely
reiterating verbally the same statements wttich
are everywhere being made in other media on
the avant-garde wavefronB of most of the maior
art forms today.

The arts have always provided a sensitizing
medium for society-a means through the

example of a painting, poem, or symphony for a
man to examine the less superficial relationship

between himself, his fellow man, and his
environment. The arts were a "civilizing"
influence-they conveyed, from generation to
generation (especially in the times of pre-literate
society) the sense-quality possible in a tife style.

The Madison Avenue Ad-Empire-the

20th

Century Reubens factory-is more forcefu! and
profound as a sensitizing medium than any of
the great masters ever hoped to be. Modern
advertising, which embodies at the same time
both the most gross distortion and the highest
ideals of our culture, could never have been
considered ART during the first half of the
century. But then the POP-Artist (or the
POP-PART|sI, or the POP-APART|sI), standing
in the cultural mainstream, sensed the thrust of
creative activity and cried, "Eurekal I have
found it: what we are is what we are (not what
we eat)

!"

As a form of

expression,

Art and social
in the obstruse

conscience are merging-not
punning of POP, or the clinical sensuousnes of
OP-but in a new free flowing commentary of

sensation: a segud of sound and visual
sensitivity of unbelievable magnitude and power.
Those who look to the past forms for definition
of the future will not only be unable to describe
the future, but will also be unable to understand
it.

CONTINUED !N NEXT SECTION

com m on:

they each exist as a rather
indiscriminate potpourri of real- and

abstract-time art forms.

Up until recently in the

performing arts,
contribution by the visual artist was relegated to

window-dressing the live (or real-time)
performance with sets, costumes, props, and
lighting. But in the new media, the visually

controlled impact of the media is considered as
important a part of the total experience as the
live performer's contribution. ln a motion
picture, for example, the real-time scenes are
filmed, then shaped into a complete filmic
statement by editors and directors working in
abstract-time reality: after a live performer
contributes his skill, the visual impact of a scene
is determined by sensitive cutting, scene
transitions, use of sound, etc.
The new media require the flexibility of working
indiscriminately in both abstract- and real-time
concepts, yet conventional education in the arts
has so far failed to recognize the consequences
of the differences, much less to prepare students
to meet the challenges they will encounter.
Perhaps

this is not so difficult to

understand:

the boundaries between the arts have served the
usef u I purpose of allowing sophisticated
development of each individual art form, which
could not have otherwise happened. But
somewhere along the way, the boundaries
became the definition, not the protective limits.

Up popped the perceptive mind of Marshal
McLuhan, who looked around himself and
commented, "The medium is the mesage (or
massage, or Mass-Age)," and for the first time in
the history of Western Art, the boundaries so
carefully built over the centuries began to
crumble. But McLuhan, with his fingers ever on
the pulse of the Now Generation, was merely
reiterating verbally the same statements which
are everywhere being made in other media on
the avant-garde wavefronts of most of the maior
art forms today.
The arts have always provided a sensitizing
medium for society-a means through the

example of a painting, poem, or symphony for a
man to examine the less superficial relationship

between himself, his fellow man, and his
environment. The arts were a "civilizing"
influence-they conveyed, from generation to
generation (especially in the times of pre-literate
society) the sense-quality posible in a life style.

The Madison Avenue Ad-Empire-the 20th
Century Reubens factory-is more forceful and
profound as a sensitizing medium than any of
the great masters ever hoped to be. Modern
advertising, which embodies at the same time
both the most gross distortion and the highest
ideals of our culture, could never have been
considered ART during the first half of the
century. But then the POP-Artist (or the
POP-PART|sI, or the POP-APARTisI), standing
in the cultural mainstream, sensed the thrust of
creative activity and cried, "Eurekat I have
found it: what we are is what we are (not what
we eat)

t"

As a form of

expression,

Art and social
in the obstruse

conscience are merging-not
punning of POP, or the clinical sensuousness of
OP-but in a new free flowing commentary of
sensation: a segu6 of sound and visual
sensitivity of unbelievable magnitude and power.
Those who look to the past forms for definition
of the future will not only be unable to describe
the future, but will also be unable to understand
it.
CONTINUED IN NEXT SECTION

Intermedia asArt as Interrnedia as Art as Intermedia asArt as Interete.
"The Arts" is a contemporary catch phrase for
the fragmentation of creative energy into
convenient, definable, teachable units which can
be given formal boundaries, distinguishable one

Dancers dance in musicals;
musicians play for plays; painters hang in theatre
lobbies. Each separate art form serves as
embellishment for another, but seldom are two
or more art forms blended together to
effectively produce an extension of their
creative impact. Even opera, which claims to be
the o ldest and most "multi-media-ed"
combination of the performing arts, barely
progresses beyond tacit supporting roles for the
non-singing art forms.

from another.

At the heart of this

of one media to
another, lie the problems created by
conventional boundaries. And if various
performing art forms seem estranged one from
another, this alienation is mild compared to the
chasms separating the performing arts and the
disservice

visual arts. The visual artist, perhaps, has fewer
restrictions imposed between media forms: he is
able, although not without some difficulty, to
transpose himself from two-dimensional to
spatial relationships, from handcraft media to
photo-technical media.

The visual artist is trained as an introspective
creature who states his perception of the world

through a chosen media in

detached,
retrackable, abstract time. As the antithesis, the
performing artist is a trained extrovert who must
ply his trade in a real-time world. While the
sculptor may reshape his ideas over a period of
months, the musician has but the one present
instant across the span of a performance to

reach

a

given audience. These time-order

distinctions have a compelling, profound effect
individua! development which is seldom
recognized or emphasized in foundation courses
of art education.

on

ln the performing arts, the director is often
ill-prepared

to extract the best of

each diverse
set of artisans he is faced with. This may not be
through fault of his own, since the cultural
background he arose from displayed models of
strict separation, and the educational system he
faced further emphasized fragmentation.

It

is at this particular 20th century iuncture in
the maturing of Man-as-Artist that the various
performing arts and the visual arts have the
possibility, indeed the challenge, of merging
with themselves and with each other.

By its most over-simplistic

non-definition,
lntermedia can be described as the merging of
various art forms into a new multi'sensory
environment of experiences: an intricate blend
of the live performer with the new electric
technologies. !ntermedia allows for the
involvement of any media, any art form; it is
defined not by what it excludes, but by the
lattitude of what it will allow.lt holds that the
arts must be a product of their times, must carry
the imprint of its own era.

ln today's world of the new techno-electronic
media, photography and cinematography are
barely recognized as mature art forms, live
television and video-tape are being rushed
th rough adolescence, and the confusion
surrounding multi-media and lntermedia is due
largely to their fledgling state. All of these new
media, however, do have one element in

ln the performing arts, the director is often
ill-prepared to extract the best of each diverse
of artisans he is faced with. This may not be
through fault of his own, since the cultural
background he arose from displayed models of
strict separation, and the educational system he
faced further emphasized fragmentation.
set

is at this particular 20th century juncture in
the maturing of Man-as-Artist that the various
performing arts and the visual arts have the
possibility, indeed the challenge, of merging
with themselves and with each other.

It

By its most over-simplistic

non'definition,
lntermedia can be described as the merging of
various art forms into a new mu lti'sensory
environment of experiences: an intricate blend
of the live performer with the new electric
technologies. lntermedia allows for the
involvement of any media, any art form; it is
defined not by what it excludes, but by the
lattitude of what it will allow.lt holds that the
arts must be a product of their times, must carry
the imprint of its own era.

ln today's world of the new techno-electronic
media, photography and cinematography are
barely recognized as mature art forms, live
television and video-tape are being rushed
th rough adolescence, and the confusion
surrounding multi-media and lntermedia is due
largely to their fledgling state. All of these new
media, however, do have one element in
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Intermedia asArt ao Intermedia asArt as Intermedia asArt as Interete.
'The Arts" is a contemporary catch phrase for
the fragmentation of creative energy into
convenient, definable, teachable units which can
be given formal boundaries, distinguishable one
from another. Dancers dance in musicals;
musicians play for plays; painters hang in theatre
lobbies. Each separate art form serves as
embellishment for another, but seldom are two

or more art forms

blended together to
an extension of their
creative impact. Even opera, which claims to be
the o ld est and most "multi-media-ed"
combination of the performing arts, barely
progresses beyond tacit supporting roles for the

effectively produce

non-singing art forms.

At the heart of this

of one media to
another, lie the problems created by
conventional boundaries. And if various
performing art forms seem estranged one from
another, this alienation is mild compared to the
chasms separating the performing arts and the
disservice

visual arts. The visual artist, perhaps, has fewer
restrictions imposed between media forms: he is
able, although not without some difficulty, to
transpose himself from two-dimensional to
spatial relationships, from hand-craft media to
photo-technical media.

The visual artist is trained as an introspective
creature who states his perception of the world
th ro u gh a ch osen media in detached,
retrackable, abstract time. As the antithesis, the
performing artist is a trained extrovert who must
ply his trade in a real-time world. While the
sculptor may reshape his ideas over a period of
months, the musician has but the one present
instant across the span of a performance to
reach a given audience. These time-order
distinctions have a compelling, profound effect
on individual development which is seldom
recognized or emphasized in foundation courses
of art education.
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FOR

INTEGRATION
BUT. . .
. . . your daughter married
a Negro. While no one
holds th is against you,
nonetheless, _you are
delayed one turn.

alpprur

ol

a^ouJ 'uolaqca

raMol aql ut ele noA

ll

SHAKE.UP

dn.fyvHs

lf you are in the upper
echelon, move to lowest
office position.

[lil[lllt
Move twice on your next
throw.

You tried to buck

the

system and

Your suburban key club is
discovered. For your next
turn, throw to see what
you might have had, but

two turns in the opposite
direction.

f'fithEut
Kick the buck-it habit by
off ice

position.

UNCOM PENSATED

fuF'Y=\;
Spend one turn buried in
paperwork.

UNDER DOG

+BUCK-Up+

BOGUS
GARD
(You've been gyped!)

do not move.

RTIME

1

phrenia. Take your next

gExpose!

Mllilt

moving back

You are suffering from
Occupational Schizo-

Pl|LI

You must pull

s/eryone
in your

Move players above you to

behind you

the next level below you
in either adjacent

hierarchy to the first O
behind you. Return card if

hierarchy.

unused.

cohoco
SIDESTEPE
You are moved immediately to an office at the same
level in the hierarchy to
your right.

This card will allow you to
push anyone ahead of you
in the same hierarchy up
to 3 blocks forward to

your best advantage.

Pl|$II

INTEBMEDIA EXTENSIONS
by GENE MESSICK
BEING ANY COMBINATION OF THE SEVERAL FOLLOWING:

5

Compound modular extensions of over-simplif ied ideas:
Studies in multiple relationships through the print media.

DTSPOSABLE/EXPOSABLE:
4 The
A new concept for old trash.

3

The Game of BUREAUCRACY.

.,r

Z

Requiem to a Dream: M. M. C. W. @ N. C. S. U. ca. '68 & ff.
A short history of lntermedia abbreviated.

1

lntermedia as Art as lntermedia as Art as lnteretc.

O

None of the Above

Executive Editor, Sterling Quicksilver
Press, Box 5838, Raleigh 27607.

t970 by Gene Messick,
61
v

FIRST PUBLISHED ANO DISTRIBUTED AS PART OF voL. 19, NO. 1 OF THE
STUDENT PUBLICATION OF THE SCHOOL OF DESIGN, N. C. STATE
UNIVE RSITY, RALEIGH 27607.
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To

increase communica-

You are the 5th man in a
4-seat car. You may ride

tions, multiply interoffice
memos by 4 and spend
one turn f iling second
copies.

the bumper for 3
You have lost the key to

the executive

fonruard,
throw.

blocks

or take another

washroom.

Stand cross-legged for one
tu rn.

5r'@

The

accounting department shredded your paycheck by mistake. Hold

to

one turn

piece

it

back

Def

iciency discovered in

your educational
background. Take
remed ia I cou rses and
return to the Graduation

together.

Switcheroo!
This card will allow you to
switch markers with any

player ahead of you, providing both are in the same
hierarchy.

block of your choice.

SHRUNK
BY THE

LEFT.HANDED
This card will allow you to
pass one tough break card
to the player on your left.

BUCK-PASS

SHRINK
Staff psychiatrist f inds
u ov erwrought and

yo

unstable. Move back 2
office positions or Graduation, whichever is closer.

TOSS

u

E

SL OW DOWN
Throw again and move in
the opposite direction.

TEETERATOTTER
SYNDROME
Take two throws:
1st throw: move back
2nd throw: move up

Accept

benef

penalities
landed on.

its

andlor

of both blocks

Credit card: save to cancel

Credit card: save to cancel

one tough break.

one tough break.
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The DISPOSABLETEXPOSABLE

ln the interest of momentarily diverting the endless tlow ot paper been designed to elI-d€struct-aonstructively-by additionally
from the printing press into the trash heap ol our environmental providing a brief period of dexterily therapy. lnstrudions are
circular {ile, the yellow and orange sectioni of this publication

have

2

offered only as an €id to th€ origamistically uninitiated.

Crease lower triangles 45 degrees
center seam: 2 in front, 2 in

to

back, then

..

.

I
4

x,ll,,'
6

5

. . . reverse fold all 4 corners by
pushing each triangle internally
along the crease lines of step 3.

7

t
Set this half (top) aside; repeat
steps 1-7 for the second sheet to
form the bottom half.
Repeat operations

3 & 4 on the

two upper corners.

&

Crease triangular flaps A
B
upward on front; repeat on back.

Tuck triangle A

completely

inside triangle B on front; repeat
on backside.

lo

9

View your coordinated

Orient the two halves as shown;
plug together. The two halves

self-lock by slipping the two
upper joints into the two lower
pockets, and vice-versa. (This
may be facilitated if the pockets

arc first opened out,

then

reclosed when together.)

{€

TO CREASE: To form the line along which

will later

be

made.

a

fold

TO FOLD: To deform by a permanent change in
position.

space

description from each of the six
external vertices.

HOW TO PLAY BUREAUCRACY

Begin by each player placing a marker in the inner circle

of one of the four hierarchies. Each player in turn
throws a die (one of a pair of dice) to determine moves
along the winding and perilous path toward Ultimate
Expiration. (To expire is one plateau higher than to
retire.) More than four people can play at a time, since
no hierarchy is considered exclusive property of any one
player.

THE INNER MINI-GAME

Thegameof
BUREAUCBACY

The Obiect is to land on a Graduation Passport block so
that the player can next move out into the "real world"

BUREAUCRACY is based on the operationisms

shortcut the normal path.

of four

lf you overshoot the Graduation Passport block on your
first try, you must continue running around in the

commonly identified,

of establishment bureaucracy. The Univrsity
Expressway blocks, if landed upon, may be used to

but

seldom

understood HIERARCHIES (represented by the
4 quadrants), which are, for the purpose of the
game, patterned after the following:

BUSI N ESS: the partnership/proprietary
company or office which produces little but
mountains of paperwork in the name of
"services.

"

a mega-structured corporation
promotes
Massive Consumption to carry
wtrich
off the endless stream of junk it produces.
INDUSTRY:

GOVERNMENT: based on the standard
Democratic Plutocracy, and the Republic for
which it stands, as idealized in the common
variety high school civics textbook.

"Gimmie-a-Degree-Ratrace" until you land on a Passport
block (which could be for the rest of the game). Upon
landing on a Passport block, the player begins to move
toward the nearest exit, and into a bureaucracy, which
need not be the one he began in.

THE OUTER MAXI.GAME

There are saren lwels (or iob positions)

in

each

hierarchy, and the final plateau, Expiration. Landing in a
new job advances a player forward; dot O blocks are
neutral; other blocks are self-explanatory.

Asterisk

(*) blocks require drawing a Bureaucard from

the central deck. All cards drawn are kept fac*up in
front of each player until used or expired, then returned
to the bottom of the deck for possible replay.
At each change of direction in the path, the player has
the opportunity to change hierarchies if he chooses,
often to his advantage to avoid penalties. There are
advantages and disadvantages to being in the same

Universal

hierarchy as another player, depending on how the cards
fall.

Oligarchy which controls (and corrupts) higher
education in this country.

To expire, players must go out on a die throw equal to
the number of blocks needed, with no remainder.

EDUCATION:

the American

REOUIEM TO A DREAM

MMCtlr@NCSUcafotGrtI.
A short history of INTERMEDIA abbreviated

WORKSHOP GOALS AS PROPOSED

The workshop will concentrate on advanced
ex perimental investigations into the
co m m u n ications process, dealing with the
interactions of mu lti-media communications forms
in a programmed and controlled
environment. The program of study concerns 2-,
3-, and 4dimensional modes of communication,

presented

with emphasis on fourth
relationships: time sequential

dimensional
patterns for

presenting information, anent placement in time as

a time-control concept, contrapuntal interaction
between media forms, space.form modulation as
related to time order of wents. (i.e., arent: time:
object: space: figure: ground)

With the cooperation of lra Allen, the Director
of Thompson Theatre, the workshop was begun
with 16 volunteer students as a non-credit
summer experience. Beginning from scratch,
gradually production equipment and supplies
were gathered on loan from various University
and private sources.

Through group discussion and study, the
objectives were set to prepare individual and
sub-group projects evolving from the particutar
interest areas of the students in the workshop. A
* MULTIMEDIA COMMUNICATIONS
WORKSHOP at
N. C.

STATE UNIVERSITY Summer1968 &following.

prel im ina

ry

display

of

experiments and
discoveries was presented after the first month
to members of the Design faculty and students.
From evaluation discussion, the group decided
to present a public performance of some type in
August, extending along the individual and
sub-group work plan. The presentation was to be
non-linear in content, coordinated only by the
nature of the individual segments and such
transition bridges between segments as necessary
for emotional or sensory continuity.
The title, The Orange Driver, or How to Get Out

of Gr*nsboro in a Polkadot Truck generated
from the experiences of the group on severa!

--
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understanding. inter-personal work relationships,

The Orangc lDrlver

and generation of new ideas, both individually
and through group effort.

lnstead of the one vueekend of public
performances originally scheduled, the
vrorkshop production ran 36 performances orer

a threemonth

period. The extension of the
project became the foundation for a new

Intermedia program

at

Thompson Theatre,

which continued until November, 1969.

ln the year and a half that the program existed,
*more performances of more productions were
given than arer before in the history

of

the

Theatre;

*more students, faculty, and

townspeople

attended than errer before;

*for the first time, a large number of students
vrrere actively involved in the writing, acting,
directing, and technical design and control of
professi ona l- level qual

ity productions;

*box office income doubled over any

ta
aa

previous

!

la

CONTROL !

year;

*more publicity

of higher quality, and more
public recognition was secured over a wider area
than wer before; and
*numerous former students and staff members
wtro participated in the program have gone on to

apply and extend their initial studies of
lntermedia across the country.

EPILOGUE

Shortly after the MAN AND THE ARTS
production, the University administration
cancelled the lntermedia program. Never in its
short history did the University give the program

any official recognition, nor provide the
program with any incentive to grow. lts
phenomenal suocess, which will long benefit
those who participated, is due entirely to the
relentless efforB of many students who gave
selflessly of their time and talents to build a
dream.

retreat-field trips. Live performance was added
to the recorded and filmed media segments in
the form of a short play, several portions written
and directed by the students, and through
several segments for dancers.

The physical form of the Theatre space was
determined as production ideas began to
solidify. lt became essentially a "cube" of space
with the audience on a raised central platform.
The space was regarded as a sensory
environment, with activity planned to occur on
all four sides. Emphasis was on exploring the

multipl icity of possi ble presentational
variations: the f ront wall was a 48' long
rear-projection screen containing a matrix of 12
slide projectors; on one side was a 48' cloth
cyclorama covered by three 16mm motion
projectors; another side contained two back-lit
"shadow boxes" for dancers and an acting stage
12' oft the floor. -[he rear wall contained two
tunnel entrances, a large hanging glass sculpture,
and a large "infinite image" mirror box viewed
at the entryway of the tunnels.

The various portions of the facility were used
singly or in combination, depending on the
nature of the material presented. The space
became a tool which cou ld be programmed
simply as from a single projector, or to the

of 18 projectors and encircling sound
system to provide a totally surrounding
maximum

environment.
CONTINUED INSIDE THIS SECTION
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Art Is

INTERMEDIA
EXPERTMENT
I RA ALLEN
DAVE ALPAUGH
JUDY ANDREWS
STEVE BARNHILL

BI

LL BAYLEY

DAVE BATT
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CAROL ERSKINE
DON EVANS
STEVE EVANS
MAGGIE FARNUM
LINDA FEDERICI
CAR L GOTTSCHALK
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incredible experimentation, and developing their
own peculiarly indigenous paraphenalia, were
practitioners of the new forms able to escape the
influence of their foster parents and find new
roles as mature art forms of their own merit.

ln what could be called a positive, natural
extension of the decline of media boundaries,
and the recognition of time-order concepts, we
find the new lntermedia form emerging with a
mild flourish. But even as lntermedia defines
itself in the fallen stones of the classic boundary
walls, it gains strength and value from the
released flow of energies between the various art
forms. ln the end, not only will each form be
stronger for the new found freedom, but with
careful weaning, a new art form will have also
joined their ranks.

Without disrespect for its heritage, Intermedia
has no tradition to uphold or past to remain
loyal to: it was born facing the future. ln the
best sense of the concept, lntermedia is a hybrid

of

technology and traditional art forms which
for Man
through his Arts.

pushes toward a new sensory awakening

